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Foreword 
On Saturday 30 September 2023, Slovakia held early elections to the National Council of the 
Slovak Republic, which were preceded by an intense election campaign. Political parties and their 
representatives endeavoured to reach their constituents using billboards, leaflets, face-to-face 
meetings, appearances on radio and television, as well as via social networks. The media provide 
a platform for much of the election campaign, making it possible for political actors to mobilise 
large numbers of people. According to Act No. 264/2022 Coll. on Media Services (“AMS”), 
broadcasters of radio and television programme services must “ensure that programmes and 
other components of the programme service broadcast in frame of an election campaign comply 
with a special regulation”, as provided for by the Act No. 181/2014 Coll. on the Election Campaign. 
However, in the recent years, marked by the emergence of digital technologies, election 
campaigns are increasingly shifting to social networks, which have become one of the key tools 
for disseminating political messages, gaining support and interacting with potential voters. This 
creates new regulation challenges which need to be addressed. 

In order to establish an effective surveillance of online platform content, a detailed 
understanding of the information environment and the recurring trends and patterns is 
necessary. This can be achieved by monitoring social networks and thoroughly analysing the 
collected data. As this area is still relatively unexplored, there are few regulators who have 
detailed data on the specific content and trends spreading on digital platforms at their disposal. 
This report is exploratory in nature. It aims to analyse the content of one of the most widely used 
content sharing platforms – Facebook. It also aims to improve the regulator’s navigation 
capabilities in the information environment for the purposes of further systemic oversight. The 
Council for Media Services (“CMS”) performs this task under the AMS, setting out that the 
regulator’s remit includes “initiating and conducting research and analytical activities in the media 
field for the purposes of monitoring and evaluating the state of the media environment, particularly 
regarding dissemination of hate speech, disinformation [...]”. 

Furthermore, the Slovak parliamentary elections were the first elections held after the entry into 
force of the Regulation (EU) 2022/2065 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
19 October 2022 on a Single Market For Digital Services and amending Directive 2000/31/EC 
(Digital Services Act, hereinafter referred to as “DSA”), applicable for very large online platforms 
and online search engines. Its purpose is to harmonise the rules for all intermediary services in 
order “to ensure a safe, predictable and reliable online environment, to address dissemination of 
illegal content on the internet and the societal risks potentially arising from the dissemination of 
disinformation or other content, and which effectively protects the fundamental rights enshrined in 
the Charter”.1 This EU regulation requires platforms to assess and mitigate systemic risks, for 
example. These include any “negative effects on civic discourse and electoral processes, and 
public security”. The DSA further specifies that providers of such services should “also focus on 
the information, which is not illegal, but contributes to the systemic risks” and “pay particular 
attention on how their services are used to disseminate or amplify misleading or deceptive content, 

                                                
1 Regulation 2022/2065 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 October 2022 on a Single 
Market For Digital Services and amending Directive 2000/31/EC (Digital Services Act) (OJ L 277, 
27.10.2022, p. 3). 

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-services-act-package
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including disinformation”.2 The potential dissemination of disinformation, manipulative 
information or otherwise problematic content may thus point to failures of the platforms which 
must be actively addressed and resolved. 

This report analyses and describes the social reality on Facebook over the examined period, from 
the announcement of the early parliamentary elections until two weeks after the elections. The 
examined content primarily concerns the elections and election-related topics. In order to 
ensure impartiality and independence, the election narratives were analysed with the assistance 
of a statistical programme and statistical topic modelling using unsupervised machine learning. 
This type of analysis is based on data obtained from third parties, minimising the bias of 
subjective data evaluation. Moreover, the CMS endeavours to strengthen cooperation and 
coordination with the non-governmental sector, and considers partnerships and cooperation 
with the civic sector to be important elements of a healthy democratic society.  

The first chapter (following the key findings) presents the research design used in the preparation 
and implementation of this analysis. This section describes how data was collected and 
processed, as well as the methods used for quantitative content analysis thereof. It also explains 
what the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) – the method chosen for topic modelling – entails, as 
well as the requirements which must be met for its correct implementation. The next section 
describes the limitations and restrictions of the chosen method, as well as of the report as 
a whole. These are followed by the analytical part. The analytical part presents the most viral 
posts and the most prevalent topics related to the early parliamentary elections in Slovakia. The 
penultimate chapter focuses on the description of 16 selected topics analysed in detail which are 
divided into four categories (“Affairs and activities of political parties affecting election-related 
topics”, “Attempts at challenging institutions”, “Awareness-raising campaigns and reporting on 
the conduct of the elections” and “Geopolitical context”). The analysis includes a description of 
specific narratives within their social and political context. Finally, the report concludes with 
a summary of the results and the conclusions drawn from them.   

  

                                                
2 Regulation 2022/2065 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 October 2022 on a Single 
Market For Digital Services and amending Directive 2000/31/EC (Digital Services Act) (OJ L 277, 27. 10. 
2022, p. 23). 
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Key findings 
• In the examined period from 10 June 2023 (the date of the announcement of the elections) 

to 15 October 2023 (two weeks after the elections), 12,301 posts related to the early 
parliamentary elections in Slovakia were recorded on Facebook, based on the predefined 
conditions and after data cleaning. These received a total of 8,552,967 interactions. 

• Based on the analysis of word frequency in the selected dataset, 57 most common topics 
were identified. 16 of these were subjected to in-depth qualitative analysis and described. 
The remaining topics constituted political campaigns of parties (12), were not directly 
related to the parliamentary elections (10), contained unrelated posts (11), or reported on 
election-related events in a neutral manner (8). 

• The 16 topics analysed in detail were divided into four categories: reporting on the 
activities of political parties affecting the election-related topics, attempts at challenging 
institutions, awareness-raising campaigns and reporting on the conduct of the elections, 
and geopolitical context. 

• The topics subject to qualitative analysis included topics that objectively reported on the 
elections, for example on election polls, voting from abroad or the transparency of 
electoral processes. However, a significant part of the topics focused on challenging or 
criticizing public institutions, such as the Office of the President, the Specialized 
Prosecutor General’s Office, the Police Force or the Ministry of Interior. Finally, they 
included topics dealing with geopolitical issues, such as Hungary's influence on the 
election campaign or the war in Ukraine, as well as reporting on the activities of political 
parties and individuals. 

• The report also examines the most viral posts of the examined period, albeit to a limited 
extent. Eight of the top ten most viral posts belonged to the chairman of SMER-SSD, 
Robert Fico. They generated 257,414 interactions in total. Seven of them were 
accompanied by video recordings, which generated a total of 2,869,120 views. 

• The analysis shows that the most prevalent topics (i.e. quantitatively most recurring) were 
not automatically the most viral ones (i.e. posts with the quantitatively highest number of 
interactions). However, some topics could be classified as both prevalent and viral. These 
include particularly topics challenging public institutions and their activities, such as the 
Office of the President, the National Criminal Agency, the Specialized Prosecutor 
General’s Office or the Police Force, or those concerning foreign policy orientation 
(illustrated primarily by the war in Ukraine and the issue of migration).  

• The posts which achieved high virality rates but did not appear among the most prevalent 
topics addressed vaccination, the rights of the LGBTI+ community, and criticizing the 
media and NGOs. 

• An analysis based on statistical software and statistical modelling using unsupervised 
machine learning proves to be a suitable tool to gain a better understanding of the 
characteristics and nature of the information environment. Indeed, the results suggest 
that it is not only the virality of posts which requires examination but also their prevalence. 

• The exercise detected a significant amount of content produced by individuals whose 
accounts were suspended due to repeated violations of Facebook’s terms of use (for 
example, content published by MP Ľuboš Blaha on other platforms effectively contributed 
to shaping a quarter of the topics examined in more detail on Facebook). This raises the 
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question whether the measures for repeated violations of the platform’s rules are 
effectively and appropriately enforced. 
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Research design 
In order to obtain analytical outputs, it is first of all necessary to collect the required dataset and 
transform it into a form allowing for performing the analysis using the chosen method. For the 
purposes of this research, data was collected from Facebook’s environment. Facebook is one of 
the most widely used platforms, regularly accessed by 3.2 million people in Slovakia.   

The data was collected using CrowdTangle, a tool which collects data from verified profiles, from 
public pages with more than 25 000 followers or “likes”, and from public groups with more than 
95 000 members on Facebook. This data includes, for example, text of the posts or information 
about the time of their publication, their author or the number of interactions generated by the 
content. This analysis included data from all profiles, pages and groups without distinction.  

The following keywords were used to retrieve relevant data about posts related to the early 
parliamentary elections in Slovakia: “voľby, volieb, voľbám, voľbách, voľbami, voľbe, voľbou, 
volebná, volebný, volebné, volebnú, voliť” (elections, electoral, vote3). The examined period was 
determined as the period from 10 June 2023 (the date of the announcement of the elections4) to 
15 October 2023 (two weeks after the elections). The actual data collection took place on 
7 November 2023. The data was collected in cooperation with Infosecurity.sk. 

It produced a complete dataset containing a total of 71,962 posts. However, this dataset 
contained several cases which, although selected on the basis of the above-mentioned 
keywords, were not suitable for the analysis as such. Therefore, data cleaning had to be 
performed.  
 
In the first step, all URLs were removed from the dataset, as well as posts which were too short. 
In reality, it might be difficult for the software to identify the topic based on a text consisting of 
only a few words. A simple calculation showed that the average length of text occurring in the 
dataset is 510 characters. In order to limit the impact of very short texts, posts with content which 
exceeded this average post length by approximately less than 10% were excluded. In this case, it 
was content containing less than 51 characters. In the Slovak language, this basically corresponds 
to a complex clause.5 By applying this rule, the dataset was reduced to 35,741 entries. The reason 
why more than half of the posts from the dataset contained less than 51 characters is that they 
often contained no more than a short description of the attached video or image. However, the 
report uses a statistical model which can only process textual data. 
 
In the second step, all posts that generated fewer than 50 social network interactions at the time 
of data collection were excluded from the dataset. This was preceded by an extensive analysis of 
the collected data. In frame of this analysis, two test models were developed and their results 
were compared by the authors of the report. The model processing posts without interaction 

                                                
3 Translator’s note: Slovak is a highly inflected language in which words can modified using suffixes to 
express many different grammatical categories, resulting in the existence of numerous forms of the 
same word. 
4 https://volby.statistics.sk/nrsr/nrsr2023/sk/index.html. 
5 https://www.juls.savba.sk/ediela/sr/1965/4/sr1965-4-lq.pdf. 

https://transparency.fb.com/sr/dsa-transparency-report-oct2023-facebook/#page=23
https://help.crowdtangle.com/en/articles/1140930-what-data-is-crowdtangle-tracking
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restrictions contained a disproportionately large number of identical inauthentic posts.6 These 
largely influenced the results of the analysis and distorted its meaningfulness. The authors of the 
report therefore considered it appropriate to define a threshold for the number of interactions. 
This step also eliminated content that was likely to be less popular among users and thus affected 
the discussion surrounding the elections to a lesser extent than the content with a higher number 
of generated interactions.  
 
Finally, posts that could be described as “false positives” were excluded. These are posts which 
contained the keywords, but were not related to the parliamentary elections in Slovakia. The 
excluded posts included various promotional offers concerning cars, electronics, travel or 
recipes. This data reduction resulted in a final dataset of 12,322 posts. 
 
As this report aims to explore the most common topics which emerged in the context of the 
parliamentary elections, it was necessary to convert the collected content into a form facilitating 
examination. Due to the large amount of data, it was not possible to examine each post 
individually. Therefore, quantitative content analysis was used. In this case, the analysis aimed 
to identify the topics reflected in a large amount of content published on Facebook. A “topic” 
refers to a quantity identified by a series of words that plausibly represent a set of interrelated 
ideas. A “narrative”, on the other hand, is a certain story which exists within a topic, represents it, 
is logically based on it and can be attributed the characteristics of that topic. A narrative contains 
and promotes the values or messages of its author or institution. Its aim is to disseminate these 
messages among a specific audience. 
 
This report seeks to identify the main topics emerging from the examined posts, which are 
represented in a short and concise form. Subsequently, in cooperation with researchers from 
Demagóg.sk, the main narratives of some of the selected topics were identified. These were 
based on the results of the analysis linked to individual posts on Facebook which attribute 
specific meanings to relatively general topics. 

  

                                                
6 Posts that were not original, but whose content was copied and disseminated artificially to promote 
given messages or ideas. 
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Methods used 

The available literature defines the quantitative content analysis used for this report as 
a “systematic and replicable examination of symbols of communication, which have been assigned 
numeric values according to valid measurement rules and the analysis of relationships involving 
those values using statistical methods, to describe the communication, draw inferences about its 
meaning, or infer from the communication to its context, both of production and consumption.”7  

Statistical topic modelling was used to analyse a large number of posts, which would have 
otherwise required a lot of time, human and financial resources to process manually. It is an 
unsupervised machine learning technique which creates clusters based on the simultaneous 
occurrence of words. This technique is based on algorithms designed to examine major topics 
that permeate extensive and otherwise unstructured document collections.8 Topics are 
identified using a set of words which occur in all the examined posts, i.e. in the word corpus.9 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was designated as the tool for topic modelling. In the context of 
this selection, the report was inspired by the “COVID-19 Vaccination Hesitancy, Disinformation and 
Conspiracy Theories on Social Media: A content analysis of Twitter data” report, which equally 
examined data from one of the content sharing platforms.10 LDA is referred to as a mixed 
membership model of clustered data. In practice, this means that instead of linking each 
individual document to a single topic, it links each document to multiple topics in different 
ratios.11 In other words, the model assumes that each document subject to the analysis may 
represent multiple topics. A particularity of the LDA is the fact that it shares the same set of 
topics for all documents in the analysis, while the prevalence of these topics varies from 
document to document. 

One of the main advantages of this approach is that it does not require any prior work focused on 
reading and coding, or tagging documents (in this case, posts). Another particularity of using this 
model is that it does not entail any information related to individual topics. These are defined only 
by the words provided and shown by the model, but must subsequently be interpreted by an 
analyst.12 In order to successfully perform the LDA analysis, several conditions need to be met. 
These include creating a file where the order of the words in a document is not of consequence, 
and neither is the order of the individual documents in the examined corpus. Another condition 
is that the author must know in advance how many topics the model is to work with. This needs 
to be determined prior to the analysis. 

                                                
7 Riffe, Daniel, Stephen, Lacy, and Frederick Fico. 2014. Analyzing media messages. New York: Routledge. 
p. 25. 
8 Blei, David M. 2012. “Probabilistic Topic Models.” Communications of the ACM 55, no. 4. 77 – 84. 
9 “Word corpus” refers to an entity which contains all the analysed texts. 
10 Nuzhath, Tasmiah, Samia Tasnim, Rahul K. Sanjwal, Nusrat F. Trisha, Mariya Rahman, S M Farabi 
Mahmud, Arif Arman, et al. 2020. “COVID-19 Vaccination Hesitancy, Disinformation and Conspiracy 
Theories on Social Media: A Content Analysis of Twitter Data.” SocArXiv. December 11, 2020, 
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/vc9jb/. 
11 Blei, David M. 2012. “Probabilistic Topic Models.” Communications of the ACM 55, no. 4. 77 – 84. 
12 Blei, David M. 2012. “Probabilistic Topic Models.” Communications of the ACM 55, no. 4. 77 – 84. 
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In addition, the data to be processed needs to be converted into a specific format. This involves 
several steps. First, the input data must be tokenized. This means that the text of individual 
documents is divided into individual words delimited by a comma – “tokens”. Furthermore, the 
text needs to be stripped of all symbols, punctuation and figures.13 The next step is text 
normalization. This involves transforming upper case letters into lower case letters and 
converting individual words to their basic form, free of declination or conjugation. All words thus 
become uniform. This step was followed by the exclusion of “stop words”. These are words which 
are very common in the text, but carry almost no meaning (e.g. “and”, “to”, “because”, etc.). Words 
that occur most and least frequently in the documents were also removed. This avoids their 
unwanted intervention in the resulting topics. When all these steps had been completed, the LDA 
analysis as such was conducted. 

The tool used for the analysis and by the analysts is the R programming language. The software 
environment allowing for working with this language is called RStudio. It is a very popular software 
used, for example, by the academia, among other things to process data, perform various 
analytical and computational tasks or visualize data. 

  

                                                
13 Welbers, Kasper, Wouter Van Atteveldt, and Kenneth Benoit. 2017. “Text Analysis in R.” Communication 
Methods and Measures 11, no. 4. 245 – 265. 
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Limitations and restrictions 

One of the basic technical limitations is the use of a Slovak language library designed for 
lemmatization of text. This library is essential for the analysis of the Slovak language and its 
properties; however, its scope is limited. For the R programming language, the authors of the 
report used the library included in the UDPipe package, which is one of the few packages offering 
a library with the Slovak language. While this library can be used for the purposes of this report, it 
is not perfect and mistakes in determining the basic form of some words were detected 
throughout the exercise. This concerned, for example, the basic form of “príďte” (the conjugated 
form of “to come”) or “ctíme” (the declined form of “to honour”). A more advanced processing of 
Slovak data would require optimising this library in the future. In addition, ignorance of grammar 
rules or mistakes in the wording of posts may have also interfered with the results. However, 
analysts are not in a position to prevent such cases.  

In terms of the limitations of the report regarding data collection, two specific elements can be 
discussed. The first one is a possible intervention of content which occurs in the examined 
dataset to a lesser extent without being directly related to the parliamentary elections in 
Slovakia. These are, for example, posts which contain the keyword “voľby” (elections/choice) or 
variations thereof, but are used in a different context. These are posts such as:  
 
  “Agi is a large female, weighing about 40 kg. She has a big heart – even though her previous family 
abandoned her, she loves people. She is not an ideal choice as a companion for a female dog, but 
she gets on well with male dogs...”14 
 
or  
 
“New arrivals of this fall... a great choice to refreshing your 🍁🍁wardrobe 💫💫 #new #fashion.” 
 
Although these “false positives” were eliminated as much as possible by the manual efforts of the 
analysts combined with automated means, some of these posts may have remained in the 
dataset and thus interfered with the results of the analysis to some extent. 

Furthermore, the data collection is limited by the inability to capture the actual reach of the 
posts. CrowdTangle (the tool which was used) does not provide access to information about the 
number of impressions of the content. For video posts, the tool also provides data on the number 
of views. However, for all other types of posts, only data on the number of interactions is available. 
Identifying the actual impact of posts would require data about the number of impressions. This 
data should be provided by Meta in its new tool entitled “Content Library”15, which is not currently 
open to regulators. Authorised researchers should be given access upon request.  

Another limitation of this report noted by its authors is the issue of labelling narratives and topics 
as disinformation or manipulative. It is a very fluid term, often with a relatively strong negative 

                                                
14 Translator’s note: “choices” and “elections” constitute a homonym pair covered by the Slovak word 
“voľby”. 
15 https://transparency.fb.com/sk-sk/researchtools/meta-content-library/. 
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connotation. Therefore, the authors proceeded with extreme care when labelling certain topics 
or narratives as such, ensuring it was always in line with the official definition as set out in the 
Strengthened Code of Practice on Disinformation.16 However, despite the challenges related to 
labelling narratives as disinformation, the authors of this report consider it necessary to 
investigate this topic further in the future. Indeed, it is increasingly relevant and often permeates 
other areas which have the potential to polarize the society further, interfere with human rights 
and undermine the position of public institutions and democracy as such. This report therefore 
seeks to grasp the concept of disinformation in an objective manner and to establish its potential 
presence purely based on substantiated, verified and well-founded information. 

  

                                                
16 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/2022-strengthened-code-practice-disinformation. 
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Analytical part 

Prior to the actual analysis, a data completeness check was conducted to identify the most 
common topics related to the early parliamentary elections. It detected 21 cases of text which did 
not meet the requirements of the chosen method.17 These cases were subsequently excluded and 
the analysis was conducted with a resulting dataset of 12,301 posts. 
 
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the reality of Facebook, the examined period was 
divided into three subperiods. The first subperiod lasted from 10 June to 31 August, marking the 
start of the election campaign. The second subperiod was determined as the period from 
1 September to 30 September, the final month before the elections. At this time, as the election 
campaign intensified, an increased number of election-rated posts was recorded. The third and 
final period was from 1 October to 15 October, the first days after the elections. The primary 
reason for this practical division of the dataset into time periods is to be able to track and capture 
more effectively how the election-related topics were disseminated over time and how the 
associated communication increased or decreased. However, the analysis itself was performed 
on the entire dataset without dividing it into individual periods.  
 
Between 10 June and 31 August 2023 (83 days), 5,592 posts were recorded within the dataset, 
generating a total of 3,852,748 interactions. In the second examined subperiod, from 
1 September to 30 September (30 days), 4,798 posts appeared among the data. This significantly 
higher figure, relative to the number of days over which the content was posted, was in line with 
our expectations. This was the last phase of the pre-electoral period, traditionally marked by an 
increased interest in informing the public about this topic. These posts accumulated a total of 
3,389,446 interactions. During the first two weeks following the elections, from 1 October to 
15 October 2023 (15 days), 1,911 posts were recorded in the dataset. These received a total of 
1,310,773 interactions.  
 
Over time, the posts generated a similar number of interactions. In the first subperiod, until the 
end of the summer, the posts had an average of 688 interactions, a month before the elections 
an average of 706 interactions, and two weeks after the elections 685 interactions. Considering 
that posts with less than 50 interactions were removed from the dataset, the average number of 
interactions the posts received over the examined period was 695. However, this figure is 
significantly distorted by the most viral posts, often posted by active politicians. 
 
At a first glance, eight of the ten most viral posts belonged to the leader of SMER-SSD, Robert 
Fico. These generated a total of 257,414 interactions. Seven of them were accompanied by 
a video, accumulating a total of 2,869,120 views. This confirms previous findings that active 
politicians, such as those from SMER-SSD or Republika, have the largest reach on Facebook.18,19 
                                                
17 These posts did not contain a coherent, complex text, and therefore were not accepted by the software. 
Had they not been removed, the final analysis would not have been possible due to discrepancies in the 
number of elements. 
18 https://dennikn.sk/3178587/najpopularnejsi-politici-na-facebooku-v-roku-2022-boli-uhrik-fico-blaha-
taraba-a-mazurek-caputova-predbehla-pellegriniho/. 
19 https://infosecurity.sk/studie/predvolebna-komunikacia-tem-o-vojne-na-ukrajine-a-zahranicnej-
politike-slovenska-pocas-septembra-2023-policy-brief-kremlin-watchers-movement-oktober-2023/. 
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All of Robert Fico’s posts can, more or less, be considered a part of the election campaign. In what 
was clearly the most viral post, receiving 80,922 interactions and 1,243,367 views, Robert Fico 
declared that Slovakia cannot agree to everything just to keep the “big guys” [large countries] 
happy. In his opinion, these countries do not care about our lives, they only want us to be 
“obedient”. In this context, he mentions in a video post further arming of Ukraine and alleged 
support for war, the annulment of the definition of marriage and the equivalence of same-sex 
marriages, the admission of illegal migrants and “forced vaccination”.  
 
In other posts, Fico criticises and verbally attacks President Zuzana Čaputová, refers to the 
“progressive activists affiliated with ESET”, economic issues, the possibility of the “using force” to 
tackle illegal migration, the arrest of Tibor Gašpar, criticism of the ruling politicians, and the 
willingness to “fight” against the compromises that had been made over the past three years, 
allegedly “for the sake of NGOs and the media”. The ten most viral posts also included posts which 
were not directly related to the parliamentary elections or referred to them only briefly. The third 
most viral post was that of President Z. Čaputová, explaining why she would not run in the 
upcoming presidential elections. In addition, the list included a post by Milan Uhrík, chairman of 
Republika, in which he announced that the conservative European parties were “joining forces” in 
order to “defeat progressives, stop illegal immigration and spread of Islam, stop the LGBT agenda 
and the destructive ‘green policy’”. 
 
The following sections of the report focus on the most prevalent topics, rather than the most viral 
ones. The difference in this approach is that while prevalence captures how often the selected 
topics appeared in the online space, virality reflects topics which gained the most attention 
among users. Both approaches have their merits and can be considered complementary. 
 
The first output allowing for monitoring the presence of words in the dataset is the “word cloud”. 
It was created using a document matrix. In this operation, posts are converted and represented 
by rows, and words are converted and represented by columns. Subsequently, the value of each 
cell is the frequency figure of the word for the given document.20 This makes it possible to create 
a “word cloud” showing the most frequently used words in the entire corpus. The more often 
a word occurs, the larger it is in this graphics, and vice versa. This visualisation provides insight 
into the composition of the words which were most frequently used for election-related topics 
on Facebook. In this case, the most commonly used terms included words such as “Slovensko, 
človek, voľba, strana, volebný, voliť, politický” (Slovakia, person, choice/elections, party, electoral, 
vote, political, etc.). 

                                                
20 Ashish, Kumar, and Paul Avinash. 2016. Mastering Text Mining with R – Master text-taming techniques 
and build effective textprocessing applications with R. Birmingham: Pact Publishing. 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=359987693023161
https://www.facebook.com/100044229289610/posts/883921723092129
https://www.facebook.com/100044229289610/posts/887727069378261
https://www.facebook.com/100044229289610/posts/873398764144425
https://www.facebook.com/100044229289610/posts/887293642754937
https://www.facebook.com/100044229289610/posts/865474454936856
https://www.facebook.com/100044229289610/posts/874372607380374%C3%A4
https://www.facebook.com/100044229289610/posts/873933877424247
https://www.facebook.com/100044201361085/posts/814627780020593
https://www.facebook.com/100044386691134/posts/892766888879526
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Figure 1: A word cloud 

 
 
As previously mentioned, the number of topics the model works with in the analysis must be 
determined in advance. According to Grimmer and Stewart21, there is no correct answer to the 
question of how many topics are required for a given corpus. However, there are data-based 
approaches that can help choose the “right” number of topics. 
 
One of these approaches is a technique developed by M. Lee and D. Mimno, which uses an 
algorithm for selecting the number of topics via spectral initialization.22 Although this strategy 
has the advantage of automatically determining the number of topics, it offers no statistical 
guarantees and cannot be considered an accurate estimate. However, it is a useful way to 

                                                
21 Grimmer, Justin, and Brandon M. Steward. 2013. “Text as Data: The Promise and Pitfalls of Automatic 
Content Analysis Methods for Political Texts”. Political Analysis 21, no. 3: 267 – 297. 
22 Mimno, David, and Moontae Lee. 2014. “Low-dimensional Embeddings for Interpretable Anchor-based 
Topic Inference.” In Proceedings of the 2014 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language 
Processing (EMNLP). Stroudsburg. 
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approach this estimation.23 After running the algorithm, the program suggested 58 topics for 
analysis. This data then served as input for the next steps. 
 
In order to determine the number of topics that would most reliably represent the content of the 
entire analysed dataset, diagnostics were performed on different models that approximated the 
proposed model with 58 topics in terms of the number of topics. During the diagnostics, five 
variants of the models were specified, processing 56 to 60 topics. This resulted in four figures 
shown below. 
 

 
Figure 2: Diagnostics of models 56 – 60 

 
Each of the figures above represents a different characteristic. The first one is “Held-Out 
Likelihood”, which is one of the possible model comparisons. This figure indicates how efficiently 
each model predicts the words in a document. The second figure, labelled “Semantic Coherence”, 
reaches the maximum value when the most probable words within a given topic frequently appear 
together. Increasing values of these two figures thus indicate “better” topic modelling. In 
practice, this means that the higher a data point’s position in the figure, the more efficient the 
model. 
 
The “Residuals” figure can be defined as the difference between the observed value and the mean 
value predicted by the model for that observation. The lower a data point’s position in the figure, 

                                                
23 Roberts, E. Margaret, Brandon M. Stewart, and Dustin Tingley. 2019. “stm: An R Package for Structural 
Topic Models.” Journal of Statistical Software 91, no. 2: 1 – 40. 
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the more accurate the model. The last figure, entitled “Lower Bound”, can be understood as 
a value lower than or equal to each element of the dataset. Similarly to “Residuals”, the lower the 
data point’s position in the figure, the better the model. 
 
Based on a comparison of the models across all four types of statistical indicators, it was 
concluded that the most appropriate model to apply would be the model working with 57 topics. 
Each of these was identified by seven words in four different variations based on four different 
types of statistics. The first set of words (“Highest Prob”) shows a list of words most likely to be 
associated with a given topic. However, words from this row may overlap across topics. The 
second set of words (“FREX”) contains frequent words which are simultaneously not common to 
other topics. This row is therefore generally considered to be the most relevant for determining 
the topic. The third (“Lift”) and fourth (“Score”) variations contain the most important words for 
further analysis of the text, which was not necessary for our purposes. However, for our model 
with 57 topics, the words identified for each topic were often similar or identical within the four 
variations designated for them.  
 

 
 

Figure 3: An example of one of the identified topics, represented by seven words identified in four different 
ways 

 
Although all the analysed posts contained the word “elections” or its variations, not all of them 
were directly related to the early parliamentary elections. Therefore, some of the identified 
topics were not relevant to our research. For example, Topic 2 was defined in frame of the FREX 
variation by the following words: “stať, názor, právo, kedy, ľudský, moc, Sloboda” (become, opinion, 
right, when, human, power, freedom). However, majority of the most associated posts attributed 
to this topic highlighted the undemocratic nature of the communist regime or the 
commemoration of the death of Milada Horáková, who was executed in 1950 as part of the 
fabricated communist political trials.  
 
As the LDA method is a probabilistic model whose algorithm identifies topics based on an 
analysis of the frequency of words in the dataset, multiple topics are likely to be identified with 
posts which are unrelated. This risk is even higher for minority languages such as Slovak. This is 
because the library used for word analysis is significantly limited. This may cause various 
inconsistencies related to its small scope, which automatically increases the possibility that the 
LDA model merges posts with different content into a single topic. For example, Topic 31 was 
defined within the FREX variation by the following words: “dostať, treba, viesť, sledovať, riešiť, 
otvorený, po” (get, needed, lead, follow, address, open, after). The most associated posts, 
however, did not relate to a single topic; rather, they included posts about the physical clash 
between Robert Kaliňák and Igor Matovič, about Boris Kollár and his alleged acts of violence 
against women, or informative third-party banners. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/100064418873256/posts/705776528246303
https://www.facebook.com/100064418873256/posts/652625753561381
https://www.facebook.com/100058204954109/posts/717236713559821
https://www.facebook.com/100077504191109/posts/297138102879661
https://www.facebook.com/100063246398868/posts/604449211673287
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16 of the 57 topics identified by the model were analysed and described in detail. The remaining 
topics were excluded from further qualitative analysis, as they constituted political campaigns of 
political parties (12), were not directly related to the early parliamentary elections in Slovakia (10), 
the set contained mutually unrelated contributions (11), or constituted topics neutrally reporting 
on events related to the elections (8). 
 
All 16 topics analysed in detail can be divided into four categories. The first category, containing 
five topics, was entitled “Reporting on the activities of political parties affecting the election-
related topics”. These include topics associated with specific political parties and the activities 
of their representatives, or situations that occurred in the examined period they were involved in. 
The second category is entitled “Attempts at challenging institutions”. This category includes 
topics which criticize and challenge public institutions in various ways. The third category is 
a cluster of four topics defined as “Awareness-raising campaigns and reporting on the conduct 
of the elections”. The last category, entitled “Geopolitical background”, includes two topics 
related to the foreign policy orientation of Slovakia and its relations with the neighbouring 
countries.  
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Qualitative analysis and description of the selected topics  
The following part of the report is dedicated to a qualitative analysis and description of 16 topics, 
which were selected based on an evaluation by the team of Demagóg.sk in consultation with CMS 
analysts. Demagóg.sk is a Slovak fact-checking organization which is a certified member of the 
International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN). Since March 2023, it has also been involved in Meta’s 
third-party fact-checking program. The topics addressed in the following section are introduced 
by a detailed description of a specific narrative or narratives which were disseminated within 
them. In addition, they are complemented by quotations from the most associated posts that 
were assigned to each topic by the analytical model. Furthermore, all topics are introduced with 
their social and political context.  

In the interest of clarity of the report, the selected topics were divided into four categories. The 
first category, entitled “Reporting on the activities of political parties affecting the election-
related topics”, and the second category, entitled “Attempts at challenging institutions”, contain 
five topics each. The third category “Awareness-raising campaigns and reporting on the conduct 
of the elections” includes four topics. Finally, the fourth category “Geopolitical context” contains 
two topics. 

Websites with potentially problematic content are highlighted where necessary. This evaluation 
by the analysts was based on the assessments of Konšpirátori.sk. This portal provides a list of 
websites whose credibility and content quality raise doubts among members of the expert 
committee of Konšpirátori.sk based on clearly defined criteria. Finally, for each topic, special 
attention is paid to the examination of related narratives, information or statements by 
Demagóg.sk. 
 
The following categories and their topics are listed in random order. Neither the numbering of 
topics based on the analytical model, nor the chosen structure represent in any way their 
prevalence or virality on Facebook in the period from 10 June to 15 October 2023. 
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Reporting on the activities of political parties affecting the 
election-related topics 

Warnings against artificially generated content (Topic 16) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 16 represents posts which primarily concern the emergence of various manipulated video 
and audio recordings. These posts responded to rapidly spreading content created using AI, 
refuting its inauthenticity or explaining its impact and origin. The most associated ones were 
posts about the alleged recording of a conversation between the chairman of Progresívne 
Slovensko, Michal Šimečka, and the journalist Monika Tódová. In this recording, they were 
allegedly talking about rigging the elections. The examined sample captures mainly the reactions 
of representatives of Progresívne Slovensko. For example, M. Šimečka shared a screenshot of this 
post, commenting: “This colossal, blatant stupidity has already been shared several thousand 
times. The anti-campaign clearly doesn’t respect the electoral silence period. Our opponents have 
created yet another fake video with an audio made by artificial intelligence.” 

Furthermore, in early October 2023, the Investigative Centre of Ján Kuciak (ICJK) posted on its 
Facebook page a summary of the findings of an analysis of the communication of political parties 
and their representatives on Facebook. The analysis showed, among other things, that attacks 
on journalists were used by several parties and politicians in the pre-electoral period. One of them 
was a deepfake recording of a fake phone call between M. Šimečka and M. Tódová, which 
appeared on social networks during the electoral silence period. 

https://www.facebook.com/100044409340300/posts/848048090018828
https://www.facebook.com/100063740643028/posts/828059879328693
https://www.icjk.sk/275/Analyza-Pred-volbami-na-novinarov-a-media-najviac-utocil-Robert-Fico-a-strana-Smer-platili-si-aj-reklamu?fbclid=IwAR3qYr7_hdeJU7OV9bnCz1AzPgtnrxVOaBpFXX63u_tIa8IhIIdeEZeS_uU
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Figure 4: Prevalence of Topic 16 over time 

As shown in the visualisation of the dissemination of this topic over time, content falling under 
this topic was significantly more prominent after the elections, showing a certain time lag from 
the first occurrence of the manipulated recordings. 

B Context 

During the last week prior to the elections, audio recordings generated by artificial intelligence 
were circulating on social networks and via email. On Tuesday 26 September 2023, a video 
appeared with a photo of M. Šimečka and a beer, accompanied by an audio recording featuring 
a voice resembling his: “Raising the price of beer by 70 to 100% is an effective way to reduce 
alcoholism in Slovakia.” In the recording, a person who appears to be M. Šimečka advocated this 
kind of government intervention in people’s privacy to limit their access to the harmful substance 
at a higher cost. “A drastic increase in the price of beer is one of the key points of Progresívne 
Slovensko and it will be one of the first things introduced by the government led by Progresívne 
Slovensko,” the recording says. 

The recording was labelled by the analytical teams of Demagóg.sk and Demagog.cz as created by 
artificial intelligence (AI) (see below). 

The second recording, which contained elements of tampering, did not appear until after the 
electoral silence period had begun, on Thursday 28 September 2023. It contained voices, 
allegedly belonging to M. Šimečka and the journalist M. Tódová, planning to rig the elections. 
Several experts on hybrid threats and artificial intelligence concluded that the recording is 
probably fake. Following a fact-checking exercise by AFP Slovakia, Meta labelled the recording as 

https://demagog.sk/umelo-vytvoreny-hlas-michala-simecku-vyzyva-na-zdrazenie-piva
https://fakty.afp.com/doc.afp.com.33WY9LF
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potentially fake and restricted its dissemination. Nevertheless, it is estimated that at least 
100,000 people had seen it. 

A third similar recording was allegedly one of Pavlína Matovičová. In the recording, she allegedly 
discussed the priority payment of claims against the Arca group, which had gone bankrupt. Lead 
Stories in cooperation with Jakub Šuster from ELV.ai evaluated it as false and created by AI. 

Synthetically created recordings were also used by Republika, which published two audio 
recordings with voices resembling those of M. Šimečka and President Z. Čaputová, albeit pointing 
out that they were not authentic. Kulturblog published a recording of the President allegedly 
recommending voting for Milan Mazurek, the 150th candidate on Republika’s list. 

On 28 September 2023, the SITA news agency reported on the warnings against cases of misuse 
of artificial intelligence issued by the Police Force. Denník N pointed out that such videos were 
disseminated mainly during the electoral silence period, when only a limited response was 
possible. It also reported that the Council for Media Services had detected a total of 37 cases of 
deepfake videos and fake recordings in the week prior to the elections. After the elections, the 
question of whether the Slovak elections might have been influenced by artificial intelligence was 
also addressed by foreign media such as WIRED or The Times. 

C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

On 27 September 2023, Demagóg.sk analysed an audio recording in which M. Šimečka allegedly 
announced his plan to increase prices of beer by 70 – 100%. According to Demagóg.sk’s findings, 
it was, in fact, an artificially created recording using voice cloning. The statements about the 
intention of Progresívne Slovensko to drastically increase prices of beer did not correspond to any 
public statement made by the party chairman. M. Šimečka personally denied the authenticity of 
the recording and described it as a product of artificial intelligence. Similarly, ElevenLabs’ AI 
Speech Classifier, a tool for detection of artificially generated speech, showed with 98% certainty 
that the recording was inauthentic. The programme of Progresívne Slovensko does not refer in 
any way to increasing prices of beer, although the movement’s ideological documents do mention 
raising taxes on alcohol. 

Boris Kollár and his alleged assault on his partner (Topic 17) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 17 entails mainly reactions to the media coverage of the case of Boris Kollár and the physical 
conflict with his partner Barbora Richterová. There was a wide range of posts reacting to this 
situation. The most associated posts included, for example, a post by Eduard Chmelár, a political 
reporter and, at the time of writing this report, the advisor to Prime Minister R. Fico, which went 
viral at the end of September 2023. In this post, Chmelár responded to the publicized case. E. 
Chmelár criticized B. Kollár for saying that he “does not feel guilty and would do the same in the 

https://slovak.leadstories.com/hoax-alert/2023/10/fact-check-nahravka-manzelky-igora-matovica-nie-je-prava.html
https://zive.aktuality.sk/clanok/bYXBCal/umela-inteligencia-do-volieb-zasiahla-az-na-poslednu-chvilu-bol-to-len-predkrm-nabuduce-bude-horsie/
https://sita.sk/policia-upozornuje-na-zneuzivanie-umelej-inteligencie-zachytila-niekolko-dezinformacnych-videi-suvisiacich-s-volbami/
https://dennikn.sk/3595174/siria-sa-falosne-nahravky-politikov-niekoho-mozu-pobavit-podstatne-je-ze-maju-ovplyvnit-volby/
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/slovakia-election-deepfakes
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/was-slovakia-election-the-first-swung-by-deepfakes-7t8dbfl9b
https://web.archive.org/web/20230927153841/https:/video.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t42.1790-2/381216747_155412850968857_6040709211246063925_n.mp4?_nc_cat=107&ccb=1-7&_nc_sid=985c63&efg=eyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6InN2ZV9zZCJ9&_nc_ohc=ru7IDpD0wlQAX82-smh&_nc_ht=scontent.fbrq1-1.fna&oh=00_AfAwWBdv-ogipwCHQ_XOvdki7MSYaCDqFpwvy_hHVXl2BA&oe=65198BC1
https://demagog.sk/umelo-vytvoreny-hlas-michala-simecku-vyzyva-na-zdrazenie-piva
https://elevenlabs.io/ai-speech-classifier
https://demagog.sk/umelo-vytvoreny-hlas-michala-simecku-vyzyva-na-zdrazenie-piva
https://progresivne.sk/dokumenty/
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future”. He also stated that “under rule of law, the leader of the legislature cannot take justice into 
his own hands. A responsible statesman must lead by example.” 

This topic was also linked to a commentary published by the journalist Arpad Soltész in the 
beginning of July 2023 on the Facebook page noviny.sk of TV JOJ. In this commentary, he stated 
that “hitting a woman, even if it occurs after throwing a baby, is a particularly despicable act, but 
establishing which of Boris Kollár’s publicly known acts was the most despicable would require an 
honest and broad public debate”. The author continued, suggesting that removing B. Kollár from 
the office would be a cheap gesture, but it would be “at least a signal to the society that the 
government has a monopoly on violence and not even Boris Kollár is allowed to hit women”. 

B Context 

In the months preceding the parliamentary elections, B. Kollár faced criticism from his former 
partner B. Richterová, mother of two of his children. B. Richterová posted critical videos and 
posts, and on 22 June 2023, she filed a complaint for a physical assault that occurred in 2012. She 
also claimed that B. Kollár was being followed by the Slovak Information Service (SIS). B. Kollár 
confessed to the assault; claiming that B. Richterová did get “a few slaps”. 

In September, B. Kollár’s ex-partner Eva Ferusová posted several videos, claiming that she had 
had two abortions because of Kollár. B. Kollár responded with a recording that was supposed to 
prove that E. Ferusová was offered EUR 40 000 for this anti-campaign by the businessman 
Zoroslav Kollár. Furthermore, B. Kollár accused Z. Kollár of collaborating with B. Richterová.  On 
26 September 2023, Z. Kollár posted a video in which he accused B. Kollár of screening B. 
Richterová via SIS. 

C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

The incident between B. Kollár and B. Richterová was briefly mentioned in political debates. In 
the beginning of September 2023, Demagóg.sk analysed, for example, the TV JOJ debate Na 
hrane between B. Kollár, at the time the Speaker of the Parliament, and Peter Pellegrini, chairman 
of Hlas-SD. 

B. Kollár misleadingly stated: “Yes, but he [Tomáš Rajecký] is already known for doing the same to 
Mr Kiska. This is exactly the kind of discredit he brought to Mr Kiska, and for that he was also 
rightfully convicted.” According to examination by Demagóg.sk, Tomáš Rajecký disclosed tax 
secrets in the tax affairs case of former President Andrej Kiska. This act can be considered 
a purposeful political discredit, even if T. Rajecký denies it. However, he was legally convicted for 
the actual disclosure of the tax secret, and not for its political implications. In the case of B. 
Kollár, he discusses the alleged violence against B. Kollár’s partner, which he claimed to have 
witnessed. However, testifying about it is not a criminal act regardless of its motivation. B. Kollár 
filed a complaint against T. Rajecký and Z. Kollár for setting up a criminal organisation. According 
to B. Kollár, at the time the Speaker of Parliament, T. Rajecký and Z. Kollár spread disinformation 
and led an anti-campaign against Sme rodina prior to the early elections. This is supposed to have 
started after B. Richterová had accused the Speaker of Parliament of physically assaulting her in 

https://www.facebook.com/100064862703644/posts/662103815961703
https://www1.pluska.sk/spravy/z-domova/richterova-riadne-koleduje-opat-pritvrdila-kollara-nazvala-uchylom-co-vypisuje-transkam
https://tvnoviny.sk/domace/clanok/845839-pripadom-expartnerky-borisa-kollara-sa-zaobera-naka-richterova-podala-trestne-oznamenie
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/WDha8ib/boris-kollar-odmieta-ze-by-dal-barboru-richterovu-sledovat-sis/
https://www.idnes.cz/zpravy/zahranicni/slovensko-boris-kollar-kauza-nasili-partnerka-barbora-richterova.A230622_092210_zahranicni_kha
https://www.startitup.sk/ema-ferusova-vypustila-nove-video-mam-potvrdene-ze-som-ju-na-zakrok-neposlal-tvrdi-kollar-video/
https://news.refresher.sk/144236-Boris-Kollar-zverejnil-nahravku-ktora-vraj-dokazuje-ze-Ferusova-dostala-40-000-EUR-Zoroslav-Kollar-ho-udajne-chce-znicit
https://domov.sme.sk/c/23220826/zoroslav-kollar-boris-kollar-barbora-richterova-lustracia-sis.html
https://novy.demagog.sk/diskusia/pellegrini-vs-kollar
https://spis.korzar.sme.sk/c/23113534/tomasa-rajeckeho-odsudili-za-vyzradenie-danoveho-tajomstva-exprezidenta-kisku.html
https://spravy.rtvs.sk/2023/08/boris-kollar-podal-trestne-oznamenie-tvrdi-ze-skupina-ludi-chce-zdiskreditovat-hnutie-sme-rodina/
https://dennikn.sk/minuta/3495600/
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2012. B. Kollár claimed that B. Richterová was acting under the instructions of Z. Kollár. Later in 
2016, T. Rajecký stated that he was aware that this had not been the only time B. Kollár had hit his 
partner. In an interview for Aktuality.sk he described an incident from his holiday in Cuba, which 
he and B. Kollár and T. Rajecký allegedly spent together with Monika Péter, at the time B. Kollár’s 
partner. According to T. Rajecký, during this holiday B. Kollár allegedly hit and beat M. Péter up. 
Both M. Péter and B. Kollár denied the incidents described above. 

Food safety and food prices (Topic 20) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 20 represents posts which address the issue of food in Slovakia. Several narratives emerged 
within this topic, including, for example, the safety of food sold in our country and the promotion 
of our own food production and marketing. Many of these posts can be considered a part of the 
election campaign of several politicians. 

A significant response was provoked by the Facebook posts of Patrik Linhart, a former member 
of Sme rodina, discussing the need to fight for cheap groceries in Slovakia. P. Linhart, who was 
running in the 2023 elections as a candidate of Hlas-SD, also announced on 10 September 2023 
that he commissioned testing of “products with the frog”, probably referring to products labelled 
with the Rainforest Alliance certificate. On 1 August 2023, he posted a video criticizing 
supermarket chains for not disclosing their profits. Another politician who addressed the issue 
of groceries was Miroslav Suja from Republika. He shared a video about supporting livestock 
farming in Slovakia. 

  

https://sita.sk/kollar-podal-trestne-oznamenie-organizovana-skupina-vraj-sirila-cez-richterovu-dezinformacie-a-ako-dokaz-ma-citaty-video/
https://tvnoviny.sk/domace/clanok/846188-boris-kollar-ma-na-krku-dalsie-podozrenie-z-fyzickeho-utoku-na-zenu
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/VcOvO1l/tomas-rajecky-boris-kollar-sa-v-minulosti-stretaval-len-s-kriminalnikmi-kto-iny-o-nom-teraz-moze-rozpravat-rozhovor/
https://news.refresher.sk/139413-Boris-Kollar-v-minulosti-udajne-fyzicky-napadol-dalsie-zeny
https://www.facebook.com/100046953317789/posts/798852515023185
https://www.facebook.com/100046953317789/posts/799288064979630
https://www.facebook.com/100046953317789/posts/835576024684167
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=975701906974835
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2177472492444425
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Figure 5: Prevalence of Topic 20 over time 

The figure shows that the issue of groceries resonated especially in the beginning of the pre-
election period. Subsequently, its prevalence rapidly decreased, and apart from the first half of 
September, it only started to rise shortly before the elections. This upward trend continued after 
the elections.  

B Context 

In March 2023, food prices were predicted to reach a 22-year peak. Compared to 2022, Slovak 
people were to pay 30% more for their Easter shopping basket, with prices of eggs increasing by 
80%. These were some of the reasons why political debates included the issue of increasing food 
prices. SMER-SSD repeatedly informed about having initiated extraordinary meetings due to 
increasing food prices, including those in March, June and September. 

The issue of increasing food prices was so relevant to the Slovak society that it was included in 
the election slogans of politicians. Andrej Danko from SNS, for example, promised on a billboard 
that “together we will stop the price increases”, Peter Pellegrini from Hlas-SD asked voters if they 
wanted cheaper groceries. 

  

https://www.ta3.com/clanok/261440/zdrazovanie-na-slovensku-neuticha-ceny-potravin-a-energii-su-na-22-rocnom-maxime
https://www.trend.sk/spravy/velkonocny-nakup-potravin-slovaci-tento-rok-priplatia-viac-30-percent?itm_brand=trend&itm_template=other&itm_modul=topic-articles&itm_position=10
https://sita.sk/smer-inicioval-dalsiu-mimoriadnu-schodzu-fico-chce-vladu-poucit-ako-ma-riesit-zdrazovanie-potravin-video/
https://hnonline.sk/finweb/ekonomika/9577288-smer-chce-rokovat-o-zdrazovani-ci-ockovani-deti-koalicia-je-mimo-pulzu-dna-tvrdi-fico
https://www.teraz.sk/najnovsie/smer-sd-planuje-styri-mimoriadne-scho/578092-clanok.html
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C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

Demagóg.sk briefly addressed the issue of cheaper food in June 2023 when examining the claim 
of B. Kollár about the profitability of Slovak supermarket chains compared to supermarket chains 
in Western Europe. The examination showed that when it comes to revenues, large multinational 
chains have higher profits in Slovakia than in Germany, France or Austria. For example, Lidl and 
Kaufland had a profit-to-revenue ratio of 8% and 6.24% in Slovakia, while in Germany it was only 
1.27% and 1.2% respectively.  In 2021, the largest Slovak chains had an average profit-to-revenue 
ratio of 5.43%. The highest revenue, profit and the best profit-to-revenue ratio were achieved by 
Lidl – 8.9%, followed by its sister company Kaufland with a ratio of 6.24%, Tesco with 5.02%, and 
finally Billa with 1.38%.  
In 2021, the year subject to comparison, the largest players on the German market included 
Edeka, Aldi Nord and Aldi Süd, REWE (parent company of Billa s.r.o.), Kaufland and Lidl. Their 
average profitability as a share of net profit on revenues was 1.39%, which was significantly less 
than in Slovakia. In 2021, Aldi Süd reached a profit-to-revenue ratio of 1.97%, while Edeka turned 
1.36% of revenues into profit, Lidl had a net profitability of 1.27%, Kaufland 1.2%, with REWE 
having the lowest profit-to-revenue ratio of 1.13%. 

In July 2023, there was a Facebook post claiming that products labelled with the “little frog”, i.e. 
the Rainforest Alliance certification, contained “hormone warmers”. The image of the post in 
Czech claimed that the tropical rainforest frog is one of the most poisonous animals in the world, 
which is why its symbol proves that products labelled with it constitute a health risk. According 
to the findings of Demagóg.sk, it was a hoax. The little frog symbol in a circle on food packaging 
does not mean that the products contain “hormone warmers”, as claimed by the post 
disseminated on social media. It is a label signifying that the product meets the Rainforest 
Alliance criteria related to sustainability, environment and human rights. In spite of that, the 
symbol is repeatedly associated with debunked conspiracy theories, such as the theory that 
European Union is allegedly secretly adding insects to groceries. 

Climate crisis and environmental protection (Topic 21) 

A Facebook posts 

Another relevant topic emerging from the analysis is Topic 21, involving posts related to the climate 
crisis and its risks. It was addressed in the election campaign mainly by Progresívne Slovensko. Its 
members communicated that the party considers this topic to be important, as well as the 
proposed solutions. For example, they shared the results of the evaluation of electoral 
environmental programmes by the Klíma ťa potrebuje (The climate needs you) initiative. Similarly, 
Demokrati shared their nature conservation programme. 

  

https://novy.demagog.sk/diskusia/kollar-a-pellegrini-v-o-5-minut-12
https://novy.demagog.sk/vyrok/49165
https://finstat.sk/35793783
https://finstat.sk/35790164
https://finstat.sk/31321828
https://finstat.sk/31347037
https://www.handelsdaten.de/lebensmittelhandel/umsatz-von-aldi-sued-deutschland-zeitreihe
https://www.bundesanzeiger.de/
https://de.finance.yahoo.com/nachrichten/seltener-einblick-lidls-gesch%C3%A4ftszahlen-zeigt-174147909.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFvvoWOAlpL44RCwyRc6keSkD95IGgEKfSchx8Y0eKbZ7JpiEjIa6MrSdYTymFqlzm4kWp9zS5X-ot7oir9UhLP_PMmX5EPPLhBT2hUuNDR6Bo5SxF0W19TRepUnXMiFZoeq0iVoebOiQqTN5tvPHQ4is8xFqChZxjICri7oTlTm
https://www.rewe-group.com/de/presse-und-medien/newsroom/pressemitteilungen/rewe-group-navigiert-erfolgreich-und-stabil-durch-das-krisenjahr-2022/
https://ghostarchive.org/archive/yW2oB
https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/insights/what-does-rainforest-alliance-certified-mean/?_ga=2.225781465.2122208954.1689667058-384981545.1689667058
https://www.facebook.com/100050945865718/posts/839366841104837
https://www.facebook.com/100089966184789/posts/258783780463826
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B Context 

The issue of potential overpopulation of bears resonated within this topic since the beginning of 
2023. Confirmed and unconfirmed stories of bear encounters began to appear in various parts of 
Slovakia. In January, a video of bears running around behind houses in the village of Borinka near 
Bratislava appeared on the internet. In reality, the recording was made by hunters during a joint 
wild boar hunt in Komjatná in the Ružomberok district. In May, a video of a bear chasing people in 
a Roma settlement in the village of Smižany in the Spiš region began circulating on social 
networks. However, the National Nature Protection Authority of the Slovak Republic pointed out 
that it was a hoax and the video originated in China. In July, a photo of a bear in a town’s inner city 
appeared in a Slovak Facebook group for exchanging information about bears. This post was also 
shared by former Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Agriculture Gabriela Matečná, who 
commented: “A sturdy bear ‘on a walk’ in Martin – Priekopa yesterday. My friends from Martin sent 
me the photo.” In reality, it was a photo montage. 

On 27 July 2023, researchers from Charles University published the results of a study that, based 
on the collection of bear DNA samples, estimated the total population of brown bears in Slovakia 
at approximately 1,056 specimen, with a confidence interval between 1,012 and 1,275 specimen. 

Forest managers and hunters objected to this figure, which had already been cited as the result 
of the study before its publication. On 21 July 2023, the National Forest Centre published a report 
in response to a study by Charles University, estimating the number of bears in Slovakia at 2,500 
to 3,000. This figure was based on a 2014 study by Professor Paule from TU Zvolen, to which the 
estimated increase was added. However, the 2014 study used a similar methodology to examine 
DNA samples as the 2021 Charles University study. In 2023, the Slovak Hunting Chamber reported 
the estimated number of bears in Slovakia of “up to 3,000”. 

This figure was also cited by B. Kollár in his appeals to solve the bear problem. 

C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

In terms of climate and environmental protection, politicians tended to point out the wasting of 
funds in support of NGOs. A. Danko, for example, falsely stated in TV Markíza show Na telo on 
15 October 2023: “I understand the concerns of some people who have been financially relying on 
various projects, ground squirrel control and others, I understand the concerns of the third sector, 
the NGOs who were observing the ground squirrels and receiving millions of euros for it.” The ground 
squirrel conservation project, which involves the NGO BROZ as well as three other Slovak public 
institutions, received EUR 5.4 million from the European Commission over seven years in EU-
wide competition. However, Demagóg.sk established that the statement of A. Danko was false, 
as the project does not focus on observation of ground squirrels, but on the restoration of more 
than 200 hectares of agricultural landscapes in 25 locations. The project money is used to clear 
the neglected land of self-seeded trees, to build fencing and to provide for livestock, as the 
ground squirrel needs pasture to survive. 

The topics mentioned in the show included the nomination of Rudolf Huliak to the position of 
Minister of Environment. M. Šimečka stated that R. Huliak “was the mayor of Očová and [...] how 

https://tvnoviny.sk/domace/clanok/416562-video-ktore-zachytava-medveda-v-borinke-je-hoax-k-zaberom-sa-prihlasili-autori-vznikli-na-tomto-mieste
https://tvnoviny.sk/domace/clanok/416562-video-ktore-zachytava-medveda-v-borinke-je-hoax-k-zaberom-sa-prihlasili-autori-vznikli-na-tomto-mieste
https://www.teraz.sk/regiony/sop-sr-upozornuje-na-hoax-medved-pod/717880-clanok.html
https://www.teraz.sk/regiony/sop-sr-upozornuje-na-hoax-medved-pod/717880-clanok.html
https://tvnoviny.sk/domace/clanok/850367-obrovsky-medved-medzi-bytovkami-v-martine-internetom-sa-siri-fotomontaz-oklamala-aj-exministerku
https://tvnoviny.sk/domace/clanok/850367-obrovsky-medved-medzi-bytovkami-v-martine-internetom-sa-siri-fotomontaz-oklamala-aj-exministerku
https://tvnoviny.sk/domace/clanok/850367-obrovsky-medved-medzi-bytovkami-v-martine-internetom-sa-siri-fotomontaz-oklamala-aj-exministerku
https://www.sopsr.sk/news/file/00%20%C5%A0T%C3%9ADIA%20FINAL%20-%20Velikost_populace_medved_Slovensko2.pdf
https://web.nlcsk.org/stanovisko-narodneho-lesnickeho-centra-k-situacii-s-medvedom-hnedym-na-slovensku/
https://www.polovnickakomora.sk/sk/medialne-vystupy/2752-polovnici-na-slovensku-moze-byt-do-tritisic-medvedov-osial-envirorezortu-je-zbytocny-a-bude-nas-stat-peniaze.html
https://www1.pluska.sk/video/boris-kollar-reakcia-problemu-medvedom-hnedym
https://broz.sk/projekty/life-sysel/
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/x6nbrhm/preco-na-ochranarov-utocia-dezinformatori-a-ako-tomu-pomohol-boris-kollar/
https://demagog.sk/vyrok/49347
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does that predestine him to be a good Minister of Environment, apart from the fact that he rejects 
climate change and has a pro-Russian attitude?” According to the findings of Demagóg.sk, this 
statement contains true facts. The mayor of Očová, R. Huliak, claims that the climate crisis is an 
invention of the elites, denies its existence and supports pro-Russian attitudes. He said his first 
foreign mission would be to Moscow, where he planned to ask Russia’s forgiveness for Slovakia’s 
military aid to Ukraine. 

Conflict between Richard Sulík and Igor Matovič (Topic 35) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 35 represents a conflict between two former coalition partners. The controversy over private 
communications in the form of SMS messages publicized by Igor Matovič elicited a significant 
response before the elections. The spread of this topic is owed to the fact that the narrative 
surrounding the conflict between the two actors was also mentioned by politicians from other 
parties. For example, on 24 September the SMER-SD Zlaté Moravce page published a text by 
SMER-SSD MP Ľuboš Blaha saying that I. Matovič allegedly convicted his own government of 
working for the mafia. “Matovič produced SMS messages against Sulík today which confirm that 
Sulík served Penta during Matovič’s government. Bittó acted as a liaison,” the comment said. 

The profile of MP Darina Mosná, who was running as a candidate of SNS, also contributed to the 
topic. On 24 September 2023, she shared a video of the press conference of I. Matovič about R. 
Sulík’s SMS messages exchanged with Jaroslav Haščák, commenting that “Matovič, whose 
medical agenda was prepared by Penta member Špirko and whose list of candidates for the 
elections, according to the testimony of Eugen Korda, was managed by another member of Penta, 
reveals how Sulík and Jana ‘panties’ Cigániková communicate and fulfil the tasks of Haščák”. 

B Context 

On 24 September 2023, I. Matovič disclosed SMS messages between the chairman of SaS, R. 
Sulík, and Jaroslav Haščák, one of the partners of the financial group Penta who is associated, 
among others, with the Gorila case. In a communication from October 2020, J. Haščák allegedly 
provided R. Sulík with arguments on the financing solutions for health insurance companies. The 
SaS chairman admitted to the communication, but added: “I am in touch with Mr Haščák. The 
communication which was disclosed was manipulated.” 

 
  

https://tvnoviny.sk/domace/clanok/861953-popiera-klimaticku-krizu-a-je-proti-ochranarom-kto-je-horuci-kandidat-na-ministra-zivotneho-prostredia-rudolf-huliak
https://www.ta3.com/clanok/905819/kontroverzny-huliak-je-adeptom-na-celo-envirorezortu-tvrdi-ze-prva-zahranicna-cesta-by-viedla-do-moskvy
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid02kw9731namh77nQJzUYomh7bkv2MDZs44NUc4QV4mthhFeBjcYWfKMXvMRtxu2WU2l&id=100089560601662
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=253615914346428
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/LGtTJmf/igor-matovic-obvinil-richarda-sulika-a-janu-bitto-ciganikovu-ze-sa-riadili-instrukciami-jaroslava-hascaka-dalsi-zufaly-pokus-tvrdi-predseda-sas/
https://www.sme.sk/minuta/23220698/sulik-priznal-ze-si-pisal-s-hascakom-ale-nie-tak-ako-to-tvrdi-matovic?ref=njct
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Attempts at challenging institutions 

Exercise of power by President Zuzana Čaputová (Topic 1) 

A Facebook posts 

Posts on a topic that can be summarised as the exercise of power by President Zuzana Čaputová 
posted during the examined period focused on her activities in various areas, while spreading 
criticism directed against her, mainly by Slovak politicians. As it encompasses several different 
narratives, it is impossible to characterise this topic in a coherent manner. 

In mid-June 2023, there were numerous reports that Z. Čaputová will not run for President of the 
Slovak Republic again. For example, the newspaper Štandard, described by Konšpirátori.sk as 
a website with problematic content, published a commentary about the so-called liberal media 
saying goodbye to President Z. Čaputová and their “political kitsch doing her a disservice”. 

In August and September 2023, President Z. Čaputová appealed to the public on Facebook in 
relation to the upcoming parliamentary elections. Together with Ľudovít Ódor, at the time interim 
Prime Minister, she first appealed to people to vote from abroad, and then she called for “the last 
month before the parliamentary elections to be a political contest, not a political war”. Finally, in 
late September, her speech appealing to the citizens to vote in the elections was broadcast on 
RTVS. 

In late September, content referring to the comments made by Prosecutor General Maroš Žilinka 
about the President was widely shared. The author of the original post was Ľ. Blaha. This status 
was shared, for example, on the Facebook pages of Smer-SD Zlaté Moravce, Požiadavky občana 
na vládu (Citizen Demands to the Government of the Slovak Republic), Blog investigatívnej 
žurnalistiky (Blog of Investigative Journalism), and Ľuboš Jakobín Blaha mi dal ban (Banned by 
Ľuboš Jacobin Blaha). According to the post, Z. Čaputová should go to prison for “lobbying for the 
former President of the Police Force Kovařík in an ongoing case in 2021”. Z. Čaputová was also 
mentioned by I. Matovič, who stated after the elections that her attitude was one of the things 
which contributed to the victory of SMER-SSD. 

https://www.facebook.com/100063478879820/posts/773605498098739
https://konspiratori.sk/stranka/1250
http://ko%C5%A1pir%C3%A1tori.sk/
https://www.facebook.com/100050507964007/posts/789874909372767
https://www.facebook.com/100068324302149/posts/600951755525629
https://www.facebook.com/100064933202247/posts/691218346385933
https://www.facebook.com/100064606035465/posts/697432529086942
https://www.facebook.com/100089560601662/posts/237925215869497
https://www.facebook.com/100066969262140/posts/636288448613458
https://www.facebook.com/100066969262140/posts/636288448613458
https://www.facebook.com/100063820282681/posts/758764336260902
https://www.facebook.com/100063820282681/posts/758764336260902
https://www.facebook.com/groups/200418140661660/permalink/1272612606775536
https://www.facebook.com/100064929392561/posts/695264415981199
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Figure 6: Prevalence of Topic 1 over time 

The figure shows that the predominant narrative in the topic regarding the President’s activity 
was the one about her decision not to run in the upcoming presidential elections. This narrative 
was most prevalent at the beginning of the analysed period, which corresponds with the 
announcement of this decision. Subsequently, the topic concerning the President declined 
sharply, except for an increase in August and during and shortly after the elections. 

B Context  

In June 2023, Z. Čaputová announced that she will not run in the 2024 Presidential Elections. In 
the same month, she also announced that she was considering initiating disciplinary proceedings 
against Prosecutor General M. Žilinka for using Section 363 of the Criminal Code. In March, she 
had requested the Prosecutor General’s Office to share all decisions issued under this section. As 
the Prosecutor General’s Office did not comply with this request, the President asked the 
Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic to interpret the Constitution of the Slovak Republic. 
M. Žilinka described the move as theatrical. Regarding the President, he also said that in their 
discussion of 30 August, she had inquired about the status of an ongoing case involving former 
President of the Police Force Peter Kovařík, who had been charged with misconduct in public 
office. Z. Čaputová denied Žilinka’s statement. On 23 September 2023, SMER-SSD announced 
that it intended to take legal action against the President for this after the elections. 

Ľ. Blaha and R. Fico from SMER-SSD repeatedly accused the President of acting in line with the 
American interests and called her an American agent and traitor. This was subject to a complaint 
filed by President Z. Čaputová against Ľ. Blaha. In March 2022, a district court ordered him to stop 
spreading false information about the President. In November 2022, the Constitutional Court 

https://domov.sme.sk/c/23184296/prezidentka-zuzana-caputova-oznamenie-kandidatura-dnes-otazky-odpovede.html?ref=tab
https://hnonline.sk/slovensko/96090330-prezidentka-zvazuje-ze-poda-disciplinarny-podnet-na-zilinku
https://www.noviny.sk/politika/833710-prezidentka-sa-obratila-na-ustavny-sud-dovodom-je-cinnost-marosa-zilinku
https://sita.sk/generalny-prokurator-sa-vyjadri-k-podaniu-prezidentky-caputovej-na-ustavny-sud/
https://plus7dni.pluska.sk/kauzy/kto-klame-prezidentka-caputova-verzus-generalny-prokurator-zilinka
https://spravy.pravda.sk/domace/clanok/682472-smer-planuje-po-volbach-podat-navrh-na-obzalobu-prezidentky/
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/mefeiuw/sud-nariadil-blahovi-prestat-sirit-o-prezidentke-caputovej-ze-je-vlastizradkynou-a-agentkou-usa/
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dismissed the complaint filed by the MP. R. Fico called Z. Čaputová an American agent, for 
example, on 10 July 2023, when he criticised her for not having a mandate to attend the NATO 
summit in Vilnius. On 9 September 2023, the President announced that she is considering taking 
legal action against Fico as well. 

The fact that this narrative elicited a response among Slovak citizens is proven by the CEDMO 
survey from May 2023. According to this survey, up to 46% of respondents considered the 
statement that the Slovak President is following the instructions of the United States of America 
and thus promoting foreign interests on the territory of Slovakia to be completely credible or 
quite credible. 

C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

For the purposes of this analysis, Demagóg.sk examined the widely circulated post of Ľ. Blaha 
from mid-September 2023 in detail. The analytical model identified this post as one of the most 
associated posts with the identified topic, and thus can be considered an example representing 
one of the narratives disseminated within this topic. Ľ. Blaha wrote: 

“THAT CALLS FOR PRISON, MRS ČAPUTOVÁ, THAT CALLS FOR PRISON. 

No one has ever ridiculed President Čaputová as much as the Prosecutor General did today. I myself 
really tried. 

1. The Prosecutor General told the truth about Zuzana Čaputová today. She has zero expertise, but 
excessive pride and arrogance. 

2. What is worse for Čaputová, though, is that Maroš Žilinka basically accused her of having lobbied 
for the former President of the Police Force Kovařík in an ongoing case back in 2021. 

3. Kovařík was accused of preventing a police raid on mafia members used by the office of Lipšic 
for dirty political work. 

4. Lipšic then ran to the Presidential Palace to tell Čaputová to lobby for Kovařík with Žilinka. Žilinka 
told her to go to hell. 

5. But today he described how amused he was when the professionally incompetent Čaputová cited 
what Lipšic had written for her from some “notebook”. What a shame. 

6. Žilinka didn’t listen so the war against him was on. Media, NGOs and so on... And Čaputová is 
behaving like Lipšic’s lackey in this war. 

7. I guess that Lipšic and Kubina are writing her complaints against Žilinka and she’s just doing 
whatever these gentlemen dictate. Every mafia has its useful idiot, doesn’t it? 

8. The Prosecutor General is right that, despite our respect for the Office of the President, it is 
impossible to respect President Čaputová, who demeans the Office to such an extent. 

https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/gMeKg5n/dalsia-prehra-blahu-v-spore-s-prezidentkou-caputovou-neuspel-ani-na-ustavnom-sude/
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/2weK8F9/prezidentka-caputova-chce-zalovat-expremiera-fica-na-policii-vypovedala-pre-vyhrazky-zabitim/
https://demagog.sk/takmer-polovica-slovakov-veri-ze-prezidentka-plni-pokyny-usa
https://www.facebook.com/100089560601662/posts/237925215869497
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9. How can she resolve a constitutional dispute with the Prosecutor General’s Office at the 
Kremnické gagy satirical festival? That just confirms that on a mental level she is just a lowly 
comedian. 

10. How is it possible that she did not even reply to the Prosecutor General’s letter requesting 
a meeting and attacks him like this instead? 

11. And for God’s sake, how is it possible that she, a politician, wants to interfere with open files? She 
wants to get to determine who should or shouldn’t be charged. 

12. After today, we know why she’s doing all that. As the Prosecutor General Žilinka said at today’s 
press conference, she is just an extension of Lipšic and Kubina. 

13. That’s why she fights so hard for the Čurilla group, that’s why she is attacking Robert Fico and the 
opposition, that’s why she’s so hysterical about Maroš Žilinka. 

14. After this, Zuzana Čaputová should resign from her post in disgrace. Immediately. Right now, in 
New York, where she went to get advice on what to do about the Slovak elections. 

15. I know the New Yorkers won’t want to let her go. But this is a terrible revelation. 

I repeat – a progressive politician abused her position to lobby for a guy belonging to Lipšic and 
Mikulec. That calls for prison, dear lady. That calls for prison. 

Ľuboš Blaha, SMER-SSD” 

The status of Ľ. Blaha is based only on the claims of Prosecutor General M. Žilinka that the 
President allegedly inquired about an ongoing case of former President of the Police Force P. 
Kovařík. Zuzana Čaputová, however, denied any interest in ongoing cases, and since the meeting 
was in camera, the case remains an allegation against allegation by nature. 

Ľ. Blaha claims that P. Kovařík was accused of “stopping a police raid on mobsters”. While it is true 
that the former President of the Police Force was accused of stopping the police action lead by 
investigator Diana Santusová, Kovařík defends this step, explaining that the deployment of the 
intervention unit was beyond the competence of the investigator of the Bureau of Inspection 
Service. After consulting the matter with the interim Director of the Bureau of Inspection Service, 
he instructed the intervention to be resumed. At the time of preparation of this report, the 
decision on the indictment of P. Kovařík was still pending. 

Furthermore, there is no public information or court rulings supporting the part of the claim that 
“mobsters used by Lipšic’s office for dirty political work” were to be arrested. In August 2021, two 
teams of intervention units from Sobrance were to arrest a trio belonging to the former Takáč 
gang – Csaba Dömötör, Petr Petrov and Matej Zeman – on the grounds of suspected perjury. 
Dömötör was arrested, but P. Kovařík called the superior of the Sobrance intervention unit and 
ordered him to withdraw his men. This action was led by the investigator of the Bureau of 
Inspection Service D. Santusová. 

Finally, at the Kremnické Gagy Festival of Humour and Satire, Čaputová participated in the 
political talk show Naživo with the presenter Braňo Závodský and the former Prime Minister of the 

https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/EWJWAOd/obvinili-ho-po-vypuknuti-vojny-v-policii-inspekcia-navrhla-obzalovat-byvaleho-policajneho-prezidenta-kovarika/
https://dennikn.sk/2518071/prokurator-kovarikov-ciel-bol-vyzradit-informacie-nepovolenym-osobam/
https://dennikn.sk/2518071/prokurator-kovarikov-ciel-bol-vyzradit-informacie-nepovolenym-osobam/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7q--BDUQvVQ
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Slovak Republic, Iveta Radičová, visiting several Slovak cities in the summer of 2023. When asked 
whether she was considering a disciplinary action against M. Žilinka, she replied that she would 
first request the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic to interpret the Constitution in terms 
of one of the competences of the Prosecutor General which is closely linked to whether or not he 
“acted in accordance with his disciplinary rights” (in the video from 57:3524). The President did not 
comment any further on the dispute with the Prosecutor General at the festival. 

In June 2023, Demagóg.sk examined the statement of R. Fico, who said in the show Na telo: “It’s 
not true [that Robert Fico repeatedly referred to the President as an American agent]. Once again. 
This was said in defence of Ľuboš Blaha, who, as you know, ended up in court because of this 
statement.” This was untrue, as Fico referred to the President as an American agent or servant 
more than once. This included circumstances other than the defence of MP Ľ. Blaha in the case 
of spreading false allegations about the President, which had legal consequences. 

In July 2023, Demagóg.sk also examined a petition calling on President Z. Čaputová not to sign 
the agreement presented at the NATO summit in Vilnius.  According to the post, Z. Čaputová did 
not have the right to sign the agreement because she allegedly had not discussed the content of 
the agreement with the National Council of the Slovak Republic nor with the government. R. Fico, 
chairman of SMER-SSD, used a similar narrative, claiming that the President did not have 
a mandate to travel to Vilnius and had not consulted with anyone. “The President, as an American 
agent, is already suing me anyway, it doesn’t matter if I repeat it a hundred or a thousand times, she 
runs off to Vilnius without talking to anyone. And we’ll see what she’s up to, what she votes for,” Fico 
said. 

According to Demagóg.sk’s analysis, these are false claims, as the President acted in accordance 
with the Constitution – her role is to represent Slovakia abroad without the need of any 
authorization. Furthermore, priorities and positions underlying the mission of Z. Čaputová in 
Vilnius were discussed and taken into consideration by the government in early June 2023. 

Criticism of the former leadership of the Ministry of Interior (Topic 12) 

A Facebook posts 

This topic concerns the issue of migration and the departure of the former interim Minister, Ivan 
Šimko. It was the issue of migration, especially in the context of its alleged mismanagement, that 
served as an election-related topic, with various actors criticising the previous governments of 
Igor Matovič and Eduard Heger. In addition, the content that represents this topic also focused on 
the criticism of I. Šimko in the context of his relations with the leadership of the Police Force.  

On 20 July 2023, a statement concerning I. Šimko appeared on the Facebook page of the former 
President of the Slovak Police Force Jaroslav Spišiak and Progresívne Slovensko that in spite of 
previously having criticized the caretaker government HLAS-SD and SMER-SSD support I. Šimko: 

                                                
24 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7q--
BDUQvVQ&ab_channel=Bra%C5%88oZ%C3%A1vodsk%C3%BDNa%C5%BEivo. 
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https://sita.sk/fico-caputova-ako-americka-agentka-nemala-mandat-zo-slovenska-aby-mohla-odist-na-summit-nato-video/
https://sita.sk/fico-caputova-ako-americka-agentka-nemala-mandat-zo-slovenska-aby-mohla-odist-na-summit-nato-video/
https://demagog.sk/prezidentka-nepotrebuje-specialne-splnomocnenie-na-zastupovanie-slovenska
https://www.slov-lex.sk/pravne-predpisy/SK/ZZ/1992/460/#predpis.hlava-siesta.oddiel-prvy:%7E:text=zastupuje%20Slovensk%C3%BA%20republiku%20navonok%2C%20dojedn%C3%A1va%20a%20ratifikuje%20medzin%C3%A1rodn%C3%A9%20zmluvy
https://demagog.sk/prezidentka-nepotrebuje-specialne-splnomocnenie-na-zastupovanie-slovenska
https://www.facebook.com/100089564606232/posts/205283962467089
https://www.facebook.com/100044624460368/posts/816755386488603
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“It’s enough for them if ex-Minister Šimko, with his unfortunate statement, expressed their political 
belief – that the police should act under political control beyond the current legal possibilities.” 

One of the most widespread narratives about Šimko’s activity as Minister of Interior concerned 
his dispute with the leadership of the Police Force. The most associated posts on this topic (as 
of 19 July 2023) included the post by President Z. Čaputová on the removal of the Minister from 
his office: “The fact is that the task of each member of the government was to calm down the 
situation in their department. I regret that this has not been the case in recent weeks in the Police 
Force, which is such an important segment of the Ministry of Interior. Given the relatively short time 
before the elections, the Prime Minister and I consider the stability of the Police Force to be crucial.” 
Z. Čaputová, however, highlighted that I. Šimko “has done a lot of useful things, especially when it 
comes to managing migration currently faced by Slovakia.” In this context, reports appeared in 
media outlets such as eReport in August about the “(in)dependent law enforcement authorities” 
and President Z. Čaputová, who “after public threats from Hamran and the Čurilla group dismissed 
former Minister of Interior Ivan Šimko. Plus, she agreed, in violation of the law, to have one of them, 
Mr. Ďurka, promoted and transferred to the Bureau of Inspection Service.” 

It is possible that the dismissal of the Minister of Interior had an impact on dealing with the 
migration flow transiting Slovakia. On 23 September 2023, former Minister of Interior Denisa 
Saková from Hlas-SD and, at the time of preparation of this report, Minister of Economy, 
announced that permanent border controls on the border with the Czech Republic and Poland 
were to be reintroduced due to the challenging migration situation. She expected that “the Czech 
Republic’s response will be to reintroduce border controls on the border with Slovakia. May the 
elections be over already.” 

B Context 

I. Šimko became Minister of Interior again in May 2023, after more than 20 years. One of his key 
tasks in the caretaker government of Ľ. Ódor was to organise the elections and to handle the 
increased migration rate, as cases of transit migration in Slovakia increased at the end of 2022. 
After his dismissal, the department was taken over by the interim Prime Minister Ľ. Ódor. 

The dispute between Šimko and the leadership of the Police Force started in the wake of the 
brutal murder of a young woman in Dubnica nad Váhom. On 1 July 2023 I. Šimko posted a status 
on Facebook saying he was sorry the police did not take citizens’ concerns seriously. It was his 
next post, published two days later, that attracted more attention, in which he stated: “In 
a democratic society, law enforcement must be covered by a framework of a closely regulated but 
effective control of the political power. It is not the police officers but politicians who regularly 
appear before their constituents and take ownership of their actions. The moment politics stops 
playing this role, officials may become afraid to take unpleasant, albeit necessary decisions, regular 
public procurement ceases to function, pluralistic political competition turns into criminalizing the 
opponent, and the fear of the police gradually exceeds the fear of criminals. The best indicator of 
such a dangerous development is observing that this armed force is unable to admit to its evident 
failures. When it loses the restorative capability stemming from feedback. No, my friends, people 
with guns and handcuffs cannot act with complete freedom. They fall under the control of politics. 

https://www.facebook.com/100044201361085/posts/830553668428004
https://www.facebook.com/100044201361085/posts/830553668428004
https://ereport.sk/citlivo-to-vnima/
https://ereport.sk/citlivo-to-vnima/
https://www.facebook.com/100044545234720/posts/867993648028802
https://www.ivansimko.sk/zivotopis/
https://www1.pluska.sk/spravy/z-domova/ako-vnima-vojnu-policii-minister-vnutra-simko-rozhovore-sokujucim-vyjadrenim
https://www.minv.sk/swift_data/source/policia/hranicna_a_cudzinecka_policia/rocenky/rok_2022/2022-rocenka-UHCP-SK.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/ivan.simko.12/posts/pfbid0Kt8E5pYJtzEVcM4wz5mysZAE2jw7Z1JeUTJg6iA37Z35e9L3GZTZrSBpAyQz2LDal
https://www.facebook.com/ivan.simko.12/posts/pfbid02qHdieM6RKdbHFSc9ckrxopyALgioHbsBCzzLndEESQwsPwRenhkViz2oy5GNxQBpl
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The important thing, especially in elections – all elections including these – is for them to be 
regulated by good politics. Politics reflecting this responsibility.” 

Following these statements, a public dispute broke out between Šimko and Štefan Hamran, at 
the time the President of the Police Force, which resulted in Šimko’s removal from the office of 
Minister of Interior on 19 July 2023. Ľ. Ódor, at the time Prime Minister, stated in this regard: “The 
trust between Minister of Interior Ivan Šimko and the broader leadership of the Police Force has 
eroded so much over the past weeks that despite the best efforts of the President and myself, and 
despite intense negotiations, it has not been restored. A major role was played by the dysfunctional 
communication between the parties, which have in just two months become a major obstacle to 
further cooperation.” He also confirmed that more than 20 leading police or inspection officers 
were threatened with dismissal. According to Ľ. Ódor, it was not only due to I. Šimko’s statements 
on social networks: “That was not how the story began, but rather the end, the last straw.” 

C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

In the beginning of 2023, Demagóg.sk covered the topic of migration in connection with the 
analysis of a discussion between the Slovak Prime Minister E. Heger and Czech Prime Minister 
Petr Fiala. Czech Prime Minister P. Fiala said: “We have been facing a sharp increase in illegal 
migration to the Czech Republic after we had already received the largest number of refugees from 
Ukraine per capita in the entire Europe.” This was a true statement, as according to the Czech 
Ministry of Interior, illegal migration increased by 132% in the third quarter of 2022 compared to 
the same period a year earlier. Also, the Czech Republic was the country which received the 
largest number of refugees from Ukraine per capita. 

In September 2023, Demagóg.sk analysed R. Fico’s statement from a pre-election debate on TA3, 
saying that if he became part of the government, border controls and the protection of the green 
border with Hungary would be reintroduced. His claim was allegedly based on his past experience: 
“During our government, the border was not crossed by a single illegal migrant.” (video, from 8:10). 
According to Demagóg.sk’s analysis, illegal migration also existed under Fico’s government. 
Relevant statistics are recorded by the Border and Foreign Police. In 2012 – 2020, the police 
registered between 1,000 and 2,000 cases of illegal migration per year, with hundreds of people 
illegally crossed the border of the Slovak Republic every year.  

Commenting on the activity of the Police Force (Topic 32) 

A Facebook posts 

Another election-related topic constituting attempts at criticising or challenging public 
institutions is “Commenting on the activity of the Police Force”. The most representative selected 
posts often addressed conflicts between representatives of political parties and representatives 
of the Police Force and the public administration. The topic of conflicts in the Police Force 
resonated on Facebook especially in the second half of June 2023. 

https://www.startitup.sk/minister-simko-konci-dva-mesiace-pred-volbami-spor-s-policiou-sa-vyhrotil-po-vrazde-v-dubnici/
https://www.teraz.sk/slovensko/z-caputova-odobrala-simkovi-povereni/729181-clanok.html
https://demagog.sk/vyrok/48794
https://www.mvcr.cz/migrace/soubor/ctvrtletni-zprava-o-migraci-iii-2022.aspx
https://www.oscepa.org/en/news-a-media/press-releases/2022/osce-pa-s-visit-to-czech-republic-highlights-challenges-of-meeting-ukrainian-refugees-needs
https://demagog.sk/umelo-vytvoreny-hlas-michala-simecku-vyzyva-na-zdrazenie-piva
https://www.ta3.com/relacia/903125/finalna-superdebata-volby-2023
https://www.minv.sk/?rocenky
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On 27 June 2023, for example, R. Fico shared on Facebook: “The President’s moaning won’t stop 
us from speaking out about her two faces and double standards when it comes to her political 
supporters and rivals, and we won’t tolerate the abuse of the Office of the President for the benefit 
of selected political parties and to cover for criminals in the NAKA and the Specialized Prosecutor 
General’s Office who are afraid of justice being done after the September elections.” 

Later on, a post by Infosecurity.sk drew attention to the misleading statements regarding the 
arrest of the former President of the Slovak Police Force Tibor Gašpar and the former investigator 
of the National Criminal Agency Roman Stahl. This post highlighted, for example, the 
manipulation in case of the interpretation that the accusations rely on the testimony of one 
cooperating person alone. In fact, the Police Force also had documentary evidence at their 
disposal and relied on the transcript of the Threema application. 

On 7 August 2023, the Prosecutor General’s Office dropped the charge of bribery against the 
former Minister of Interior from SMER-SSD, R. Kaliňák (the so-called salary top-up for František 
Imrecze, at the time the Director of the Financial Administration) under Section 363 of the 
Criminal Code. In one of the most associated posts on this topic, Juraj Šeliga from Demokrati 
commented on the situation as follows: “It’s a lot of extra work for the Prosecutor General’s Office. 
But what can you do, the elections are coming up and the Prosecutor General’s Office knows it.” 

B Context 

After the murder of Ján Kuciak and Martina Kušnírová and the subsequent civil protests, the 
public called for a thorough investigation of corruption. I. Matovič won the elections in February 
2020 promising, among other things, to “untie the hands of the police” and investigate corruption 
cases. 

In September 2021, NAKA accused the investigators surrounding Ján Čurilla of misconduct in 
public office. On 1 October 2021, the Regional Court in Bratislava decided to release them from 
custody and warned that the charges against them were unfounded. 

In the months preceding the elections, Fico shared wiretapped recordings of the “Čurilla group” 
and repeatedly claimed they manipulated investigations of cases of corruption. However, 
a longer version of the recording was broadcast on the show Na telo, clearly showing that R. Fico 
used a purposefully edited version. 

Z. Čaputová requested the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic to review the 
constitutionality of the use of Section 363. The Court ruled in June that this practice is in line with 
the Slovak Constitution. 

On 11 August, NAKA arrested the former President of the Police Force T. Gašpar on suspicion of 
corruption in the case Očistec (Purgatory). Norbert Bödör, a businessman from Nitra, described 
by several media outlets as affiliated with SMER-SSD, and former NAKA investigator R. Stahl were 
accused as well. T. Gašpar’s lawyer, Marek Para, described the accusation as revenge of the 
investigators, while representatives of SMER-SSD Gašpar was running for said it was “an attack 
on the opposition by the state authorities”. On 13 August, both T. Gašpar and R. Stahl were released 

https://www.facebook.com/100044229289610/posts/840362157448086
https://infosecurity.sk/fact-checks/policajna-akcia-ezechiel-7-tercom-manipulacii/
https://domov.sme.sk/c/23202443/kalinak-robert-obvinenie-podplacanie-zrusenie.html
https://www.facebook.com/100057381252044/posts/776177014305000
https://domov.sme.sk/c/23146193/vojna-v-policii-kto-je-kto.html
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/19qkt09/krajsky-sud-prepustil-curillu-a-dalsich-obvinenych-policajtov-stihanie-je-neopodstatnene-upozornil-sud/
https://dennikn.sk/minuta/3300656/
https://spravy.pravda.sk/domace/clanok/654951-prezidentka-napadla-na-ustavnom-sude-paragraf-363/
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https://dennikn.sk/3517451/byvaleho-policajneho-prezidenta-gaspara-a-dnes-kandidata-smeru-opat-zadrzali-s-bodorom-su-podozrivi-z-podplacania/?ref=inm
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/FU7KKVx/naka-zadrzala-tibora-gaspara-a-policajta-ktory-vysetroval-kauzy-otvorene-janom-kuciakom-obvinili-aj-norberta-bodora/
https://www.facebook.com/100063652432504/posts/790397286425345
https://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/DGqVSOu/expolicajt-stahl-nasleduje-tibora-gaspara-ide-na-slobodu-rozhodol-sudca/
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and at the time of preparation of this report, they were still prosecuted without being taken into 
custody. 

Another one of the election-related topics was the future of the Specialized Prosecutor General’s 
Office, specifically of the Specialized Prosecutor General Daniel Lipšic. 

C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

In relation to this topic, Demagóg.sk analysed, for example, the repeated misleading statements 
made by R. Fico regarding the leaked recordings of police officers. Discussions often featured 
Fico claiming that the leaked recordings confirm that the investigation of certain cases was 
“commissioned” for political purposes. However, he failed to add that several of the recordings in 
question turned out to be manipulated and had a different, often opposite, meaning when put in 
context. In other cases, there was no context whatsoever. An internal SIS report claimed that 
certain investigations were allegedly manipulated. However, former SIS Deputy Boris Beňa, who 
cooperated with law enforcement authorities, challenged this content. The Specialized 
Prosecutor General stated that he had not seen any evidence of manipulation. On the contrary, 
several recordings that were supposed to confirm influence or “commissioning” of the 
investigations for political purposes proved to be tampered with. The Bureau of Inspection 
Service made a transcript of the recording made by NAKA investigators with the following text: 
“[...] the resolution of commencement [unintelligible], you write what you want.” These words give 
the impression that the investigators are thinking about what to write in the resolution. However, 
what the recording actually said was: “I was told by the director that the resolution of 
commencement was not like a letter to Santa where you write what you want.” 

Electoral bribery in settlements and alleged manipulation of elections 
(Topic 44) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 44 is represented by various posts commenting on the alleged manipulation of the elections. 
On one hand, the public authorities and NGOs tried to raise awareness and warn against 
unsubstantiated claims concerning the elections. On the other hand, there were also narratives 
about rigging of the elections by various actors. 

For example, the page Hoaxy a podvody (Hoaxes and Fraud) of the Slovak Police Force shared the 
status of the National Security Authority in early August, warning of an increased risk of 
cyberincidents in connection with the elections to the National Council of the Slovak Republic. 
“You may encounter more disinformation or phishing attacks on the internet than usual. Verify your 
information. Do not provide your personal data to anyone,” the Police Force warned. 

On this topic, SMER-SSD posted a video with its nominees T. Gašpar and R. Takáč, saying they had 
information about intended electoral bribery in Roma settlements and requesting the police 
leadership to closely monitor the conduct of the upcoming elections. “We’ve received important 

https://www.facebook.com/100068324302149/posts/601439198810218
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http://bit.ly/40LX7WI),
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information including detailed plans. We call on the police leadership to closely monitor the conduct 
of Saturday’s elections,” the post reads. In addition to SMER-SSD’s page, the video was shared on 
the Facebook profiles of R. Takáč and T. Gašpar, as well as the Facebook page Blog investigatívnej 
žurnalistiky. 

 

Figure 7: Prevalence of Topic 44 over time 

The figure shows that the most articles on the examined topic were published in the summer 
months and in the last days of September, shortly before the elections. 

B Context 

Concerns about potential rigging of the upcoming parliamentary elections appeared on social 
media already in the first months of 2023. The Slovak Police Force had already warned against 
this on their page Hoaxy a podvody in February. In spring, the Ministry of Interior, the department 
responsible for the conduct of the elections in Slovakia, responded similarly. The Ministry 
repeatedly highlighted on social media (e.g. in May 2023, June 2023 and September 2023) 
a number of surveillance elements based on the applicable legislation.  

In mid-May 2023, a law was adopted by the Parliament based on a proposal of MP Eduard Kočiš 
from Republika, under which municipalities and the Statistical Office would be required to publish 
election minutes on the internet. 95 MPs voted in favour of this law. 

Initially, it was E. Heger’s resigning government which was accused of the potential rigging of the 
elections by the opposition parties. After the appointment of the caretaker government of Ľ. Ódor 
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Progresívne Slovensko and the software company ESET became the target of these claims. In the 
past, the court found allegations of election rigging against ESET to be false. 

On 29 May 2023, former Minister of Defence Jaroslav Naď said that he had been informed that 
funding was provided by Russia to influence the elections in favour of SMER-SSD. However, he 
did not provide any evidence. Concerns about electoral bribery in marginalised Roma 
communities were also raised in the public discourse. This was addressed in a video of 
27 September, for example, by the Smer-SSD candidates R. Takáč and T. Gašpar. 

On Thursday 28 September, when the electoral silence period had already begun, a recording 
created by artificial intelligence appeared featuring the voice of M. Šimečka discussing the 
election rigging with the journalist of Denník N, M. Tódová. This recording was widely shared on 
Facebook by Peter Marček, a former MP of Sme rodina who helped found Republika. Also, it had 
been previously disseminated on the Telegram account of the former President of the Supreme 
Court of the Slovak Republic Štefan Harabin. The Investigative Centre of Jan Kuciak revealed that 
Štefan Harabin shared the recording originating from the private account of Gabika Ha, who had 
shared posts from the life and public appearances of Š. Harabin in the past. 

On the day the recording emerged, Russian intelligence service SVR issued a statement saying 
that the US was trying to influence the Slovak elections.  

Following the elections, none of the political parties mentioned election rigging any more. 
Republika, which did not make it to Parliament with 4.75% of votes, acknowledged the election 
results. The election results were not contested by the winning party SMER-SSD either. None of 
the candidate parties indicated an intention to appeal to the Constitutional Court or contest the 
election results in any way. 

NAKA also investigated the alleged cases of electoral bribery in marginalized Roma communities, 
where Roma candidates of the OĽaNO coalition gained more than 90% of the vote in several 
districts. There were also voices that described the OĽaNO campaign, promising that each voter 
would receive a reward amounting to EUR 500 after the elections, as electoral bribery. Police 
eventually charged three people with bribery in Roma settlements. 

C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

In September 2023, Demagóg.sk analysed a post claiming that the 2022 local elections were 
rigged. According to this post, the parliamentary elections in September 2023 were about to be 
rigged as well. According to the author of the article, this was caused by “progressives” who were 
allegedly threatened with prosecution. ESET was also allegedly involved in the fraud. In reality, 
the Statistical Office, responsible for counting votes in Slovak elections, does not use any ESET 
products. The allegations of rigging of the local elections were equally unfounded. There was 
a number of errors during the elections, which were addressed by both Slovak courts and media. 
However, there is no evidence of extensive election rigging in favour of one of the parties. 
Similarly, the allegation that ESET interfered in the vote counting is unfounded, as previously 
confirmed by the District Court Bratislava II. 
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Police Force and prosecution of government nominees (Topic 49) 

A Facebook posts 

This topic focuses on the prosecution of several political leaders by the Police Force. The topic 
concerns mainly the conflict between several representatives of the Police Force and political 
representatives of SMER-SSD. Regarding the arrests of government nominees, the page of SMER-
SSD featured the status of Ľ. Blaha, claiming that Progresívne Slovensko was using Š. Hamran, at 
the time the President of the Police Force. Ľ. Blaha accused Š. Hamran of not doing policing but 
politics. According to the author of the status, the prosecution of the former government’s 
nominees was an effort to destroy SMER-SSD. Below the status, there was also a photograph of 
Š. Hamran together with the Progresívne Slovensko candidate Michal Truban, published by SME in 
November 2019. The status was also shared on local Facebook profiles of SMER-SSD. 

Another piece of content belonging to this topic was a post of the current Minister of Interior, 
Matúš Šutaj Eštok. In the beginning of August, he posted on his profile a photograph from the 
Police Trade Union newspaper, which wrote about a dispute between Š. Hamran and I. Šimek, at 
the time Minister of Interior. In the status, M. Šutaj Eštok mentions statements made by the Head 
of the Police Trade Union, Miroslav Litva: “Miroslav Litva, founder and former President of the 
Police Trade Union, is asking himself whether the Police Force is ruled by the mafia or just an 
organised group.” M. Šutaj Eštok also claimed that the real reason for I. Šimko’s departure was the 
transfer of the prosecuted Pavel Ďurka from NAKA to the Bureau of Inspection Service. 

In the first half of August, the page Podporujeme predsedu vlády Igora Matoviča (Supporters of the 
Prime Minister Igor Matovič) featured a report on the arrest of SMER-SSD nominee T. Gašpar with 
the description “NAKA MAKÁ” (NAKA working hard). According to the post, he was arrested on 
corruption charges. The Police Force also arrested another former high-ranking police officer, R. 
Stahl. In early September, the same page published a list of nearly 60 names with the description 
“list of prosecuted officials, government nominees and oligarchs (SMER/HLAS/SNS)”. The same 
status was also shared in the Facebook group entitled Podporujeme Igora Matoviča (Supporters 
of Igor Matovič). 

https://www.facebook.com/smersd/posts/pfbid02rfuM1JpmfraeUNh14U9dLXoqzPsnruKHbmsX5dQP2zufbTfDrQC4dt2iPV4PA8K1l
https://domov.sme.sk/c/22260249/sefa-lynx-commanda-vidiet-pri-trubanovi-na-kandidatke-nebude.html
https://www.facebook.com/100089560601662/posts/219057717756247
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=731370208797452&set=a.296104965657314
https://www.facebook.com/100050381624613/posts/845774320445281
https://www.facebook.com/100050381624613/posts/858224769200236
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1634535696687098/permalink/2684684975005493
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Figure 8: Prevalence of Topic 49 over time 

As the figure shows, this topic was most prevalent throughout August and then declined sharply. 
Its increased prevalence was only observed from the end of the pre-election period, when the 
topic started gaining popularity again, growing steadily until the end of the examined period.  

B Context 

A recurring narrative before the elections involved cases of corruption surrounding SMER-SSD 
nominees. This topic resonated especially at the end of August 2023, after an article had been 
published by Denník N summarizing these cases. Subsequently, various politicians cited the 
figure of 42 convicted and around 100 accused persons in the pre-election debates. 

Denník N summarized the cases of convicted persons and pointed out that not all of them were 
conditionally sentenced and only some of them “repented”, i.e. cooperated. The convicted were 
members of the Police Force, the Financial Administration, the Prosecutor General’s Office and 
the SIS, as well as judges and other officials. Entrepreneurs, lawyers and people associated with 
the mafia were also convicted of corruption. 

In mid-August 2023, NAKA charged several people with forming a criminal group to obstruct 
investigation, including SIS Director Michal Aláč and the Director of the National Security 
Authority Roman Konečný. The President subsequently removed M. Aláč from the office on 
a proposal of the Government. 

Ľ. Blaha, whose Telegram statuses are shared by SMER-SSD’s Facebook profiles, had already 
criticized the behaviour of the Police Force and law enforcement authorities on 16 August, 

https://dennikn.sk/3532879/odsudili-uz-viac-ako-40-zlocincov-z-ery-smeru-nie-su-len-spolupracujuci-obvineni-nedostali-iba-podmienky/
https://www.teraz.sk/slovensko/naka-obvinila-viacere-osoby-vratane-s/735176-clanok.html
https://domov.sme.sk/c/23208427/prezidentka-odvolala-alaca-z-postu-sefa-sis-sluzbu-povedie-tajomnik-rulisek.html
https://www.facebook.com/100089560601662/posts/219057717756247
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referring to Š. Hamran as “owned by Progresívne Slovensko”. Moreover, P. Pellegrini described the 
accusation of the SIS and NSA leaders as an attempt of the Police Force to influence the 
elections. 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/HlasSocialnaDemokracia/videos/3388274984836455
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Awareness-raising campaigns and reporting on the conduct of the 
elections 

Reporting on the elections, election polls and electoral scrutiny (Topic 4) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 4 includes posts focusing on reporting on the conduct of the elections, presenting and 
commenting on election polls, and describing situations which occurred or problems which were 
addressed during the elections. Regarding reporting on the conduct of the elections, on the day 
of the elections, a “blind exit poll” for TV Markíza was shared on Facebook. The Police Force of the 
Slovak Republic commented on interventions, for example, during a mass brawl in the Prešov 
region, but also on the fact that “police officers in Piešťany were called to a polling station in 
Piešťany where a 49-year-old woman received an envelope with a missing national emblem. The 
notifier was interviewed by the police and the event was documented as an offence against the 
public order in public administration.” 

eReport also contributed to this topic, informing in July 2023 about the function of election 
observer, explaining that it can be performed by anyone, as long as certain rules are observed. 

B Context 

On 1 June 2023, the Ministry of Interior launched an awareness-raising campaign on the 
parliamentary elections to be held on 30 September 2023, aimed at combating disinformation 
related to the conduct of the elections and their potential rigging. The Ministry regularly issued 
press releases on all important aspects of the elections, created an informative website and 
communicated via social media – on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn. For example, the 
Ministry said that the colour of the stamp on the ballot envelope or the way the electoral 
commissions work is not important. 

The events at the polling stations on the election day were covered by most media. TASR reported 
mainly on the conduct of the elections in different regions and districts. The news agency 
described the conduct elections as regular and peaceful and reported an increased voter interest 
in some districts. 

JOJ news portal reported on several incidents at polling stations. The most notable incidents 
included one death, a damaged ballot box and allegedly erasable pens at polling stations. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/100064933202247/posts/709594247881676
https://www.facebook.com/100064667320708/posts/707203341445237
https://www.facebook.com/100046358384660/posts/872467700975168
https://www.minv.sk/?tlacove-spravy&sprava=ministerstvo-vnutra-startuje-komunikacnu-kampan-k-parlamentnym-volbam-2023
https://domov.sme.sk/c/23176572/rezort-vnutra-spusta-kampan-k-parlamentnym-volbam-s-cielom-upozornit-na-dezinformacie.html
https://www.minv.sk/?parlamentne-volby-do-nrsr-2023
https://www.minv.sk/?volby-nrsr
https://www.facebook.com/ministerstvovnutraSR/
https://www.instagram.com/ministerstvo_vnutra_sr/
https://sk.linkedin.com/company/ministerstvo-vnutra-sr
https://www.minv.sk/?parlamentne-volby-do-nrsr-2023&sprava=kandidujuce-politicke-subjekty-mozu-delegovat-clenov-do-volebnych-komisii-do-21-augusta
https://www.minv.sk/?parlamentne-volby-do-nrsr-2023&sprava=kandidujuce-politicke-subjekty-mozu-delegovat-clenov-do-volebnych-komisii-do-21-augusta
https://www.minv.sk/?parlamentne-volby-do-nrsr-2023&sprava=na-farbe-peciatky-na-hlasovacej-obalke-nezalezi
https://www.teraz.sk/regiony/priebeh-volieb-v-zilinskom-kraji-je-zat/744278-clanok.html
https://www.teraz.sk/parlamentne-volby-2023/v-najvacsich-bratislavskych-castia/744319-clanok.html
https://www.teraz.sk/parlamentne-volby-2023/v-najvacsich-bratislavskych-castia/744319-clanok.html
https://www.noviny.sk/slovensko/840232-den-volieb-do-nr-sr-priebeh-volieb-ovplyvnil-aj-alkohol-ci-zdravotne-problemy
https://www.noviny.sk/krimi/840140-policajti-maju-cez-volby-plne-ruky-prace-vytrznosti-a-gumovacie-pera
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Transparency of election campaigns (Topic 22) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 22 was represented by posts addressing the transparency of political parties before 
elections. The main identified contributor to this topic was the non-governmental organisation 
Transparency International Slovakia (TIS), which also analysed the transparency of the election 
campaigns of individual parties prior to these elections, highlighting the issues it encountered 
during its research. 

TIS shared on its Facebook page, among other things, that “Smer is ignoring the idea of 
transparent accounts promoted by it in the past. Although its election campaign is one the largest 
ones, it provides almost no information about it.” SMER-SSD transferred large amounts of money 
to its own company, Agentúra Smer, which provided the election campaign, and thus avoided 
disclosing details. 

TIS also pointed out a loophole in the law, which was exploited by György Gyimesi, a candidate 
running for Aliancia, who ordered billboards amounting to tens of thousands of euros shortly 
before the beginning of the official campaign. “Such a massive (and seemingly legal) violation of 
the rules shows that it was a mistake to completely remove the possibility of third-party 
campaigning, which had been provided by the law,” TIS stated. 

On 25 August, TIS reviewed the interim status of campaigning transparency and reported that 
only four campaigns could be described as transparent. “Prior to the early elections, the most 
transparent campaign is run by Progresívne Slovensko, while Smer is at the bottom,” the NGO 
reported. 

On 27 September, the organisation reported that the most expensive campaign was run by the 
trilateral coalition OĽaNO a priatelia – Kresťanská únia – Za ľudí: “It is now clear that the trilateral 
coalition will run the most expensive official election campaign in history, the total expenditure of 
which, according to our calculations, could reach up to EUR 4.5 million, which is half of the EUR 9 
million threshold for the three parties combined.” 

TIS’s evaluation was based not only on data published by the candidate parties. These were also 
compared to data obtained from advertising agencies to check the actual costs of billboards, for 
example. In this regard, however, TIS encountered a lack of transparency and unwillingness to 
cooperate. 

B Context 

Transparency International Slovakia is the Slovak branch of Transparency International, a global 
network of organisations which monitor the transparency of institutions and fight corruption. It 
has been monitoring the transparency of election campaigns, donors of individual parties and 
compliance with the law since 2019. 

https://www.facebook.com/100064952731340/posts/652164486958637
https://www.facebook.com/100064952731340/posts/647888807386205
https://www.facebook.com/100064952731340/posts/683308377177581
https://www.facebook.com/100064952731340/posts/701461322028953
https://www.facebook.com/100064952731340/posts/666529698855449
http://volby.trasparency.sk/
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During the examined period, media focused mainly on the assessment of the parties’ campaign 
funding transparency, which was published at the end of September. TASR reported that 
according to TIS, campaign transparency of most parties was lacking. 

In the article, the news agency reported which parties performed the best and the worst. TIS also 
highlighted that up to half of campaign spending could be privately funded and that transparent 
accounts do not show all party donors. 

TASR also shared the response of SMER-SSD, which objected to this assessment and described 
TIS as a politically active non-profit organisation. 

Voting from abroad (Topic 36) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 36 was one of the most consistently identified topics, represented almost exclusively by 
posts informing about voting from abroad. It can therefore be concluded that the campaign to 
motivate people to vote by mail from abroad was fairly extensive and, in terms of prevalence, 
successful. Foreign voters were encouraged to vote by a number of civic initiatives, state 
institutions, political parties, and individual candidates. 

The most associated posts included the one from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, informing 
citizens in late July that the time to register to vote from abroad was running out. In early 
September, the Ministry shared guidance on how to proceed when voting from abroad again. 

Several civic associations drew the attention of their followers to the fact that the time to apply 
for voting from abroad was limited. Post Bellum SK warned its followers that the time for 
submitting applications would soon be over; the Srdcom doma o.z. (At home at heart) initiative 
provided guidance for students. This initiative also urged its followers to contact friends from 
abroad to remind them of this option. A video with the same message was also shared by the 
Sebavedomé Slovensko (Confident Slovakia) initiative. 

The OĽANO movement, OKS and candidates Mária Šofranko, Krisztián Forró, Romana Tabak and 
Erika Jurinová also informed citizens about voting by mail. 

https://www.teraz.sk/najnovsie/volby23-tis-pred-volbami-ma-vacs/742930-clanok.html
https://www.teraz.sk/parlamentne-volby-2023/smer-trva-na-transparentnom-vedeni-kam/743049-clanok.html
https://www.facebook.com/100064831232866/posts/672645151573187
https://www.facebook.com/100064831232866/posts/700708962100139
https://www.facebook.com/100064705265284/posts/666286022204901
https://www.facebook.com/100064733134629/posts/652086740292425
https://www.facebook.com/100064733134629/posts/645120864322346
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2436542319852713
https://www.facebook.com/100064420432741/posts/689780273179314
https://www.facebook.com/100064471343160/posts/668436368648735
https://www.facebook.com/100058222503449/posts/696023202348424
https://www.facebook.com/100063931771611/posts/725103342964052
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1295605564485488
https://www.facebook.com/100044324504896/posts/879924653495010
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Figure 9: Prevalence of Topic 36 over time 

The figure shows that this topic was prevalent especially in July and early August when the 
awareness-raising campaign was still ongoing. The prevalence of the topic subsequently 
dropped sharply, and voting from abroad was not discussed on Facebook again until shortly 
before the elections.  

B Context 

Several civic initiatives, particularly Srdcom doma, Chcem tu zostať (I want to stay here) and 
Sebavedomé Slovensko, focused on informing Slovak citizens living abroad about how to vote by 
mail from abroad and why it is important to do so. This topic was prominent on social media 
particularly in the days preceding 9 August, the deadline for registering with the Ministry of 
Interior. 

Slovak citizens could vote by mail for the first time in the 2006 Elections for the National Council 
of the Slovak Republic. The 2023 parliamentary elections were thus the sixth ones with this 
possibility. In the 2020 election, 48,925 voters voted by mail. In 2023, 58,779 citizens voted from 
abroad, while 14,214 registered but did not exercise their right to vote. 

  

https://volby.srdcomdoma.sk/
https://pretovolim.sk/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2436542319852713
https://spravy.pravda.sk/parlamentne-volby-2023/clanok/683279-zo-zahranicia-hlasovalo-rekordnych-takmer-59-tisic-volicov/
https://spravy.pravda.sk/parlamentne-volby-2023/clanok/683279-zo-zahranicia-hlasovalo-rekordnych-takmer-59-tisic-volicov/
https://spravy.pravda.sk/parlamentne-volby-2023/clanok/683279-zo-zahranicia-hlasovalo-rekordnych-takmer-59-tisic-volicov/
https://volby.srdcomdoma.sk/
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Preferences of younger voters (Topic 43) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 43 is mainly represented by various specific surveys that targeted young voters, or posts that 
commented on and described these surveys. The content that best describes the topic, and was 
thus identified as the most associated in the analysis, includes surveys of voting preferences 
among secondary and higher education students. 

On 23 September 2023, Denník Postoj published the results of a survey among secondary 
education students, commenting that the results mainly reflect the preferences of grammar 
school students who participated in larger numbers, even though vocational schools prevail in 
Slovakia. According to the survey conducted among secondary education students, Progresívne 
Slovensko would clearly win the elections, with 48% of votes. The survey conducted among higher 
education students brought similar results. These results were contested by Milan Kuriak, 
claiming that the results of the survey were misleading, without justifying his claim. The SNS 
candidate and, at the time of preparation of the report, Minister of Environment Tomáš Taraba 
described the survey as an internet poll and contested its representativeness. 

In September, the Chcem tu zostať initiative published the results of a survey conducted among 
young voters concerning their support for Slovakia’s NATO membership. Up to 64% of the young 
respondents are in favour of remaining in NATO while 21% are in favour of leaving. These results 
show that their attitude to Slovakia’s membership in the alliance is more positive than that of the 
general population.  

In July, SMER-SSD candidate Zuzana Plevíková criticized the involvement of Chcem tu zostať in 
the Pohoda festival and accused it of being supported by “Soros’s NGO”. Facebook page Čo Vy na 
to, občania? (What do you think, citizens?) also verbally attacked one of the NGOs – Post 
Bellum – and warned against its visits to Slovak secondary schools. 

B Context 

In August, Focus agency published the results of a survey which showed that young people under 
30 would vote mainly for Progresívne Slovensko while SMER-SSD would barely make it to 
Parliament. 

From 18 to 22 September, simulated student elections were held, organised by a national team of 
students with the support of the Bratislava Regional Youth Council. More than 21,000 students 
participated. The results differed from the public opinion polls conducted on national level at this 
time: among students, Progresívne Slovensko performed the best, with 48% of secondary 
education students who participated in the simulated elections saying they would vote for it. 
Denník Postoj pointed out that 39 grammar schools and 21 vocational schools participated in the 
elections, although there are more vocational schools than grammar schools in Slovakia, which 
is why the results cannot be generalized. 

https://www.facebook.com/100063733611280/posts/793683992766047
https://www.facebook.com/100057849857989/posts/669884654949857
https://www.facebook.com/100057452769251/posts/744938194097933
https://www.facebook.com/100093812833827/posts/170370482766712
https://www.facebook.com/100063816425674/posts/744208201049721
https://www.facebook.com/100064244396916/posts/684343770383763
https://www.facebook.com/100064244396916/posts/684343770383763
https://www.startitup.sk/mladi-by-vo-volbach-poriadne-zamiesali-karty-smer-by-sa-dostal-do-hlbokeho-upadku-prieskum/
https://dennikn.sk/3581064/studentske-volby-2023-ps-ziskalo-48-percent-do-parlamentu-by-sa-dostali-len-styri-strany/
https://www.postoj.sk/138387/ps-prevalcovalo-studentske-volby-ziskalo-48-percent-hlasov
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Young people were targeted by several campaigns, such the one of Zmudri and its guide for first-
time voters, Politika polopate (Politics explained), or the joint campaign of TV Markíza and 
Refresher entitled Nerozhoduj za mňa (Don’t Decide for Me). Several SMER-SSD members 
protested against these campaigns; Erik Kaliňák, for example, advocated for the right of young 
people not to be interested in politics and not to understand public governance. 

The issue of lowering the voting age was also raised prior to the elections, as voting from the age 
of 16 in certain types of elections is now common in some EU countries. 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/100063770943164/posts/702434355225590
https://tvnoviny.sk/tema/113332-nerozhoduj-za-mna
https://www.facebook.com/100063816425674/posts/744208201049721
https://www.facebook.com/kalinakerik/videos/574758268033134
https://www.startitup.sk/vo-volbach-sa-rozhodne-o-mladych-bez-mladych-chybaju-v-hlasovacich-miestnostiach-aj-v-stranach/
https://www.euronews.com/2018/09/11/what-does-voting-at-16-change-the-case-of-austria
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Geopolitical background 

The influence of Hungarian actors on the elections (Topic 24) 

A Facebook posts 

Topic 24 represents one of the two identified geopolitical topics. It addresses the relations 
between Slovak and Hungarian representatives shortly before the elections. This topic was shaped 
by Slovak politicians from various parties, with the predominant narrative of criticising Hungarian 
government representatives for their statements about “seceded territories” or efforts to 
“influence the outcome of the elections” in Slovakia. Politicians from across the spectrum reacted 
to the statements and actions of Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán and his Minister of 
Foreign Affairs Péter Szijjártó. These concerned both the Hungarian-speaking minority in 
Slovakia and the foreign policy situation. 

SaS was one of the parties which contributed to this narrative, warning on Facebook in mid-
August 2023 that it was unacceptable for the Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs to defend 
former President of the Police Force T. Gašpar. T. Gašpar was arrested by NAKA on 11 August and 
charged with corruption. “This is over the line, which is why Juraj Droba asked the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs today to summon the Hungarian ambassador, who must explain and justify these 
actions.” In the week preceding the elections, politicians criticised Minister P. Szijjártó’s visits to 
several towns in southern Slovakia on Tuesday and Wednesday 26 and 27 September 2023. 

Former Minister of Defence Jaroslav Naď from Demokrati also objected to the visit: “We consider 
it very unfortunate and unacceptable that literally a few days before our parliamentary elections, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Hungary Péter Szijjártó is to visit the Slovak Republic (26 – 27/9) without 
prior consultation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Slovak Republic, and actively 
participate in pre-election events in person. “ 

During the examined period, Orbán’s statement of 24 July 2023, referring to Slovakia and 
Romania as to seceded territories, was also criticised. R. Fico responded: “I respect Hungarian 
Prime Minister V. Orbán as an excellent politician who rigorously defends Hungary’s national 
interests. We share the same opinions on the importance of the V4, on the vital importance of the 
veto in the EU, and on the war in Ukraine.” He described the controversial statement as a sign of 
Slovakia’s weakness, showing that foreign partners dare to use “similar vocabulary”. This is how 
statements of V. Orbán had been explained and defended by Igor Melicher from SMER-SSD. 

At the end of July 2023, Miroslav Heredoš from Republika addressed in a video the Gábor Bethlen 
Foundation, used by Orbán to finance culture, sport and various events in southern Slovakia. He 
argued that politicians should be criticised and not blindly followed or admired.  
“This is also true of Viktor Orbán – politicians are subject to scrutiny and the webs of their economic 
or national interests should be publicly untangled!” 

https://www.facebook.com/100044413270191/posts/878527906970977
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=678466504318921&set=a.626999019465670
https://napunk.dennikn.sk/hu/3591472/szijjarto-peter-gutan-a-smer-melletti-kiallasrol-a-tulzott-kepzeloero-veszelyes-dolog-legyenek-ovatosak/
https://www.facebook.com/100047192553835/posts/842234660692945
https://www.facebook.com/100044229289610/posts/855580459259589
https://www.facebook.com/100063674621712/posts/775085144623966
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=160901653626954
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Figure 10: Prevalence of Topic 24 over time 

An examination of the prevalence of this topic in the examined corpus shows that it is a relatively 
stable topic. Only two minor drops followed by subsequent increases were recorded – around 
mid-September and shortly before the elections.  

B Context 

Since the beginning of the war in Ukraine, the position of Hungary and V. Orbán, especially his 
relationship with Vladimir Putin as well as Hungary’s decision not to supply arms to Ukraine, 
featured in public debate in Slovakia. Politicians from Republika and SMER-SSD referred to V. 
Orbán’s attitude to the war as promoting peace and cooperation between East and West. 
Politicians also commented on fuel prices and inflation in Hungary. 

In a speech in Romania on 24 July, Orbán described the territories in southern Slovakia 
predominantly populated by Hungarian population as “seceded parts of the country”. The Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs subsequently summoned the Hungarian ambassador. Politicians from across 
the political spectrum objected to this statement. 

C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

In March 2022, Demagóg.sk analysed the statement by Milan Uhrík, chairman of Republika, saying 
that “Slovakia, as opposed to Hungary’s neutral stance, has become an active part of the US-
Russian conflict in Ukraine.” This is a false statement which was repeated many times in public 
discourse. Both Slovakia and Hungary are acting identically in respect of the war – as part of the 
European Union – they support Ukraine and are not neutral, but they have not actively 

https://www.teraz.sk/slovensko/danko-premier-orban-to-svojimi-vyjadr/730272-clanok.html
https://demagog.sk/vyrok/48256
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participated in the war. Hungarian Prime Minister V. Orbán and Minister of Foreign Affairs P. 
Szijjártó condemned Russian invasion and expressed solidarity with Ukraine. Although Hungary 
has refused to supply arms and military material to Ukraine and to transport them through 
Hungarian territory, it is participating in humanitarian, financial and military aid to Ukraine 
through the European Union. The ongoing war in Ukraine cannot be described as a conflict 
between the US and Russia, as the US does not carry out military interventions in the conflict, but 
provides assistance in form of weapons, financial aid, humanitarian aid and medical supplies. Nor 
did it support the declaration of a no-fly zone over Ukraine. 

In October 2023, Demagóg.sk analysed a statement by M. Šimečka, who said in a discussion with 
A. Danko in the show Na telo on TV Markíza: “So Mr Danko is saying that today everybody is racing 
to be the first to go to Moscow because of some business contracts. Today, no one from the West, 
i.e. from EU Member States and the North Atlantic Alliance, goes to Moscow, except for the 
Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs.” After the launch of the Russian military invasion in February 
2022, many, especially Western states, tried to put the Russian Federation in international 
isolation. Hungarian Prime Minister V. Orbán is the only high-level ally of the Russian Federation 
in the European Union. In addition to V. Orbán, Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs P. Szijjártó, 
who has visited Moscow five times since the outbreak of the war in Ukraine, also maintains 
positive relations with Russia. At high level, V. Putin met only with the Austrian Chancellor who, 
however, was rather critical of the Russian President at this meeting. Of all NATO leaders other 
than the Hungarian Prime Minister, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is the only one willing 
to meet with V. Putin; however, many experts describe their relationship as a love-hate 
relationship. 

Foreign policy orientation as illustrated by the war in Ukraine (Topic 41) 

A Facebook posts 

The last topic described and analysed in detail in this report concerns Slovakia’s foreign policy 
orientation, primarily illustrated by the war in Ukraine. However, this topic does not only deal with 
the war, but overlaps in a broader sense, for example, with issues related to Slovakia’s membership 
in NATO. Among the social network posts that shaped this topic, the status of Ľ. Blaha of June 
2023 elicited a strong response, stating that the “former Head of NATO” was considering sending 
troops to Ukraine.  

In his status Ľ. Blaha asks whether it would result in Slovak people dying, answering this question 
in a later part of the status, stating: “Our fathers will die, our children will die.” This status was 
shared by several pages and groups, such as Jednotné nezávislé Slovensko (United Independent 
Slovakia) and Ľuboš Jakobín Blaha mi dal ban. 

In June 2023, a post concerning the NATO summit in Vilnius appeared. The author of the post 
claimed that the meeting was a trap for Russia and warned against war: “There’s a great war on 
the horizon, not only visible but also tangible. The developments surrounding Ukraine are heading 
in a very dangerous direction for all of us.” 

https://hungarytoday.hu/orban-russia-attack-condems-aggression/
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/europe/hungary-voices-solidarity-with-ukraine-in-face-of-russian-attack/2512534
https://www.teraz.sk/zahranicie/orban-madarsko-neposle-zbrane-na-ukr/615341-clanok.html
https://denikn.cz/minuta/823464/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/nato-has-no-plans-send-troops-into-ukraine-stoltenberg-says-2022-02-24/
https://www.ta3.com/clanok/229372/spojene-staty-nepodporia-vyhlasenie-ukrajiny-o-bezletovej-zone-tento-krok-by-znamenal-vojnu-s-ruskom-vyhlasili
https://demagog.sk/vyrok/49341
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/12/putins-old-eu-ally-orban-is-once-again-aggravating-brussels-with-knockbacks.html
https://kyivindependent.com/hungarian-foreign-minister-arrives-in-moscow/
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/04/13/europe/nehammer-putin-meeting-connect-the-world-intl/index.html
https://dennikn.sk/3553352/putinovi-zostal-v-nato-posledny-priatel-nepriatel-erdogan-vsak-hra-najma-za-seba/
https://www.facebook.com/100075885103693/posts/279282344611267
https://www.facebook.com/groups/200418140661660/permalink/1225958861440911
https://www.facebook.com/groups/200418140661660/permalink/1225958861440911
https://www.facebook.com/groups/230045904063176/permalink/1379901929077562
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In connection with this topic, the posts of InfoVojna, described by Konšpirátori.sk as a media 
outlet website containing problematic content, generated considerable engagement. One post 
said that an Italian diplomat had proven that the West is guilty of hypocrisy in relation to its 
activities in Ukraine. In other posts of September and October, the website shared statements 
that Slovakia is a key global player in the gradual disintegration of US influence in the West and in 
other parts of the world, or a statement by the Kremlin spokesman that Western fatigue with the 
conflict in Ukraine is bound to increase. 

 

Figure 11: Prevalence of Topic 41 over time 

This topic’s development in the context of the examined dataset was rather surprising. One of its 
most notable periods was the first half of the summer. Subsequently, there was a sharp drop, 
followed by a surge of renewed interest in the topic. It reached its peak in early September. 
Eventually, the prevalence of this topic gradually declined until the day of the elections. This may 
be explained by the fact that it was overshadowed by other issues which warranted more 
attention in the month leading up to the elections. However, around the time of the elections and 
shortly after the elections, the prevalence of the topic increased again sharply. 

B Context 

One of the most prominent topics of the election campaign was the foreign policy orientation of 
the candidates and their opinion on the Russian invasion of Ukraine. While a part of the political 
spectrum, especially the parties of the former coalition and Progresívne Slovensko, continued to 
promote robust support for Ukraine and sending military and humanitarian aid, SMER-SSD 
repeated that if it became a part of the government, it would not send a single bullet to Ukraine. 
Republika announced its intention to initiate referendums on withdrawal from the EU and NATO. 

https://www.facebook.com/100063937897821/posts/729785279162729
https://www.facebook.com/100063937897821/posts/722838399857417
https://www.facebook.com/100063937897821/posts/734962385311685
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/robert-fico-smer-rozhovor-ukrajina-slovensko-volby_2308211607_epo
https://www.hnutie-republika.sk/zahranicna-politika/
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SITA reported in April 2023 that the war in Ukraine could affect the Slovak elections. According to 
the news agency, the war was bound to be an important topic especially for the opposition, which 
objected to the aid to Ukraine. SITA recalled that Hungarian Prime Minister V. Orbán used this 
topic in the elections to secure his office. 

C Verification of the topic by Demagóg.sk 

In February 2023, on the first anniversary of the launch of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, TA3 
hosted a discussion in the show Pozrime sa na to. Demagóg.sk examined the factual statements 
of the chairman of SNS Andrej Danko, Ondrej Dostál from SaS, and the political reporter, Eduard 
Chmelár, at the time of preparation of this report advisor to the Prime Minister, and former SaS 
MP Martin Poliačik. 

Two statements of A. Danko were identified as misleading. In the first one he stated: “The same 
situation [as the invasion of Ukraine] happened in 1974 in Cyprus. Operation Attila, where the Turks 
arrived from one day to the next, occupied the territory, and a solution was found: a demilitarized 
zone.” However, these situations are not comparable. They differ not only the context but also in 
the scale of the conflict. In July 1974, a coup d’état supported by Greece began in Cyprus, with the 
National Guard overthrowing the government of President Makarios and appointing a new 
President. The goal was for Greece to annex Cyprus. There was fighting in Nicosia and Limassol, 
Cyprus’s second largest city. After five days, Turkey launched an invasion, invoking the treaties 
of 1960. It justified the invasion as an attempt to bring peace to the Turkish and Greek Cypriots. 
The annexation of Cyprus to another state would be contrary to the treaties signed by Greece, 
Turkey, the United Kingdom and representatives of the Turkish and Greek Cypriots. Moreover, the 
situation in Cyprus cannot be described as resolved, as the conflict is still ongoing, albeit frozen. 

In another misleading statement, A. Danko said: “Why does Zelensky have the Edelweiss military 
unit, why are they bringing Bandera back?” In February 2023, the Ukrainian Mountain Brigade was 
awarded the honorary title Edelweiss by President Volodymyr Zelensky for its merits. The unit 
was brought to attention of the public by the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in a social media 
post attempting to link it to the Nazi unit Abwehrgruppe 218, which used the name Edelweiss as 
a code name. In reality, edelweiss a symbol frequently used by elite mountain units. Throughout 
history, it was used not only by the above-mentioned Nazi unit, but also by a unit of the Russian 
army between 2011 and 2016. This title is also used by various national security and mountain 
rescue services in Croatia, Switzerland and Poland, among others. A. Danko is misleadingly 
questioning this unit as something non-standard which can only be found in Ukraine. By doubting 
the legitimacy of naming the unit after the mountain plant, A. Danko is attempting to manipulate 
his audience. Furthermore, A. Danko is probably referring to the commemoration of Stepan 
Bandera’s birthday by the Ukrainian Parliament in January 2023. S. Bandera is generally a highly 
controversial figure in Ukrainian history. Although he is considered a national hero by the 
Ukrainians, both Poland and Israel consider him a war criminal. In response to criticism, the 
Ukrainian Parliament removed the post commemorating S. Bandera’s birthday. 

E. Chmelár responded to this with a false claim in a debate: “Anyone can look up the statement of 
former Israeli Prime Minister Bennett. Ten days after the beginning of the invasion, by mid-March, 

https://sita.sk/vojna-na-ukrajine-moze-ovplyvnit-volby-na-slovensku-temu-budu-zrejme-vytahovat-kandidati-opozicie/
https://demagog.sk/vyrok/48929
https://www.nytimes.com/1974/07/16/archives/army-takes-over-cyprus-in-a-coup-led-by-greeks-makarioss-fate-in.html
https://unficyp.unmissions.org/events-summer-1974
https://unficyp.unmissions.org/events-summer-1974
http://ak.aos.sk/images/dokumenty/e-knihy/Cyprus-dimenzie_konfliktu.pdf
https://peacemaker.un.org/cyprus-greece-turkey-guarantee60
https://peacemaker.un.org/sites/peacemaker.un.org/files/CY%20GR%20TR_600816_Treaty%20of%20Guarantee.pdf
https://demagog.sk/vyrok/48918
https://www.president.gov.ua/documents/802023-45805
https://mobile.twitter.com/mfa_russia/status/1625815030884073473
https://spravy.pravda.sk/svet/clanok/657281-zelenskyj-ocenil-brigadu-titulom-edelweiss-jednotka-s-rovnakym-menom-masakrovala-ludi-v-snp/
https://manipulatori.cz/edelweiss-nebyl-jen-znakem-nacistu-ale-i-antifasistu/
https://www.bbc.com/news/64718139
https://ereport.sk/vsetko-ma-svoje-hranice/
https://spravy.pravda.sk/svet/clanok/652424-ukrajinsky-parlament-odstranil-zo-svojej-stranky-prispevok-oslavujuci-banderu/
https://demagog.sk/vyrok/48919
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peace talks had already been completed based on the Ukrainian proposal but were forestalled by 
the Americans and the British.” In February 2023, former Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett 
gave an interview, a part of which was disseminated by several media outlets and Russian 
propaganda, suggesting that Western countries may have been the cause of the termination of 
peace talks between Ukraine and Russia in the previous year. However, N. Bennett denied it and 
said that the reason for the termination of the peace talks was the discovery of the massacres 
and mass graves in Bucha. 

  

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-putin-politics-government-4ea6bd21cb2ac96dae731ce0e8ac2f22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qK9tLDeWBzs&t=10783s
https://www.firstpost.com/world/ex-israel-prime-minister-naftali-bennett-blames-west-for-thwarting-possibility-of-peace-between-russia-ukraine-12112962.html
https://www.hungarianconservative.com/articles/current/russia_ukraine-peace_blocked_western_powers_naftali_bennett_mediationraeli-prime-minister-claims/
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Results and conclusion 
On Saturday 30 September 2023, Slovakia held early parliamentary elections, which were 
accompanied by an intense election campaign both online and offline. The aim of the report was 
to analyse and describe the narratives related to the Slovak parliamentary elections disseminated 
on Facebook from 10 June (the day of the announcement of the elections) to 15 October (two 
weeks after the elections). The present report aimed to analyse topics relevant for the elections 
based on statistical software and statistical modelling using unsupervised machine learning, as 
well as to provide a qualitative description of the selected election narratives. In order to obtain 
the necessary data and to preserve the objectivity of the CMS while strengthening the 
coordination with the civil sector, the non-profit organizations Demagóg.sk and Infosecurity.sk 
were involved. 

The report suggests that quantitative content analysis of the posts can identify a wide range of 
topics shaping the public discourse. It is therefore a suitable tool for improving the 
understanding of the information environment, for example for the purposes of further systemic 
oversight by the regulator. The analytical tool used in our case identified 57 topics, providing us 
with a comprehensive overview of the diversity of discussion on Facebook.  

Subsequently, 16 of the topics were selected for a detailed qualitative analysis. The remaining 
topics were excluded from the analysis due to their inconsistency, neutrality, lack of relevance to 
the parliamentary elections or because they constituted political campaigns. In order to improve 
the clarity of the report, the topics analysed in detail were divided into four categories. The 
“Attempts at challenging institutions” category contained five topics aimed at challenging or 
criticizing the activities of public institutions. These included, for example, the Ministry of 
Interior, the leadership of the Police Force and the Office of the President. In addition to more or 
less objective criticism of institutions, there was also a relatively high proportion of false and 
misleading information. This type of problematic information permeated, to varying degrees, 
about half of the topics examined in detail. 

The next category was “Reporting on the activities of political parties affecting election-related 
topics”, which included five topics. The third category was entitled “Awareness-raising 
campaigns and reporting on the conduct of the elections” and included four topics. The fourth 
and last category, “Geopolitical background”, covered two topics. Due to the selected type of 
analysis, combined with the volume of data, it was impossible to detect unambiguous 
disinformative topics. The identified topics included posts which can be labelled as 
disinformative or misleading along with objective information. 

The posts belonging to the most viral ones during the examined period are addressed in the report 
only to a limited extent. Due to the small sample size of the analysed viral content, it is not 
possible to draw clear and general conclusions. However, an evident trend can be observed 
showing that the prevalent posts were not automatically the most viral ones. Yet, some of the 
topics could be classified as both prevalent and viral. These include particularly posts which 
challenge public institutions and their activities, such as the Office of the President, the NAKA, 
the Specialized Prosecutor General’s Office and the Police Force. In addition to these, topics 
related to foreign policy orientation, primarily illustrated by the war in Ukraine, and migration-
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related issues belonged to the viral and prevalent topics. The topics which had a high virality rate, 
but did not appear among the most prevalent, included vaccination, the rights of the LGBTI+ 
community, and criticism of the media and NGOs. These findings suggest that in order to gain 
a better understanding of the characteristics and nature of the information environment, it is 
necessary to examine not only the virality of posts, but also their prevalence. This is particularly 
important in a situation where there is no way for regulators to obtain more accurate data on the 
actual reach of individual posts on digital platforms, beyond the number of interactions. 

An interesting finding beyond the predefined objectives of the report is the presence of content 
produced by individuals whose accounts were suspended due to repeated violations of 
Facebook’s terms of use. A prominent example is the SMER-SSD MP Ľuboš Blaha, whose posts 
published on other platforms also tend to reach Facebook in large numbers. The content he 
produced was shared by other users and thus shaped four of the 16 analysed topics. This raises 
the question of whether the platform is able to effectively and adequately enforce its own 
measures regarding the adaptation of terms and conditions, their enforcement and content 
moderation.  

The methods presented in this report can serve media regulators and other entities as a model 
for further research to understand the dynamics of social media discussions, both at national and 
supranational level. This can inform the development of effective tools for regulating and 
monitoring digital platforms. Given the transnational nature of social media, it is crucial to 
monitor how political topics are disseminated and interconnected across different EU Member 
States. In addition, given the entry into force of the EU’s DSA, intermediary service providers are 
required to “also focus on the information which is not illegal, but contributes to the systemic risks” 
and to “pay particular attention on how their services are used to disseminate or amplify misleading 
or deceptive content, including disinformation”.25 The potential dissemination of disinformation, 
manipulative information or other problematic content may indicate platform failures which, 
however, need to be exposed in the first place. This report can thus serve as guidance and 
impetus for further studies and research addressing specific aspects of digital policy in the 
European context.  

Furthermore, this report can serve as a pilot large-scale collection and evaluation of election-
related data. This also creates opportunities for further research in this area which could focus, 
for example, on topics related to the upcoming European Parliament Elections and the influence 
of content disseminated on content-sharing platforms on their integrity. 

Like any other analysis, it has its limitations and must be read in the context of the rapidly 
changing social media landscape. However, we believe that our findings contribute to a deeper 
understanding of the way elections are communicated and discussed in Slovakia through 
Facebook. The report has also shown the potential benefits of cooperation between the media 
regulator and non-profit NGOs. This cooperation facilitated an enriching fusion of experience and 
knowledge from these two seemingly diverse environments. We would like to continue in similar 

                                                
25 Regulation 2022/2065 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 October 2022 on a Single 
Market For Digital Services and amending Directive 2000/31/EC (Digital Services Act) (OJ L 277, 27. 10. 
2022, p. 23). 
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efforts in the future in order to provide valuable insights for researchers, regulators and the 
general public interested in political communication in the digital age. 
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About the Council for Media Services: 
The Council for Media Services is the Slovak national regulatory authority that oversees 
compliance with legislation governing broadcasting, retransmission, and the provision of audio-
visual on-demand services and content-sharing platforms. The mission of the CMS is to promote 
public interest and exercise state regulation in defined areas, as well as to protect freedom of 
expression, the right to information, and the right of access to cultural values and education. 

On the basis of Act No 264/2022 Coll. on media services, the CMS has the competence to prevent 
the dissemination of illegal content and to cooperate with digital platforms in the effective, 
proportionate and non-discriminatory application of their community rules and standards. The 
CMS has powers of systematic supervision and assessment of the appropriateness of public 
protection measures adopted by digital platforms with a presence in Slovakia. 

The Council for Media Services 
Palisády 36 
811 06 Bratislava 
Slovakia 
www.rpms.sk/en   
E-mail: office@rpms.sk 

Collaboration with: 
Demagóg.sk has been verifying the statements of politicians in public debate since 2010 and 
points out their false and misleading claims. Since 2023, when the project was certified IFCN 
(International Fact-Checking Network), it has also been working on debunking misinformation on 
social media networks.  
 
Infosecurity.sk is a project aimed at controlling the information space regarding disinformation 
and security on social networks, in opposition to the activities of disinformation actors. The aim 
is to expose and refute dangerous and false content, enhance the information space, and build 
awareness of important societal issues. 

 

https://www.rpms.sk/en
mailto:office@rpms.sk
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